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New poin t syst em
for alcohol policy
t akes effect

By BEN HERBST
'

NEWS EDITOR

The College is currently in the
midst of major renovations to several buildings on the Mayflower
Hill campus. These projects are
done in an effort to stay ahead of
possible maintenance issues.
Renovations at the Eustis administration building are taking place in
order to redesign office space that
was freed up when various College
Relations offices . moved to the
Schair-Swenson-Watson Building
from the second floor of Eustis.
Other parts of the department, formerly housed in the Millet Alumni
House, have also moved to the new
alumni building. According to
Administrative Vice President Doug
Terp "having [all their offices] in the
same location makes a lot of sense
for [College Relations]. Also, it
makes sense for the department to
be located in the alumni building
since they are the primary contact
for most alumni.
The work being done now in
Eustis, with an anticipated completion slated for November, is on the
second floor and involves "ripping
some walls out and putting some
ADAM MUSIAL/THE COLBY ECHO
up. Also, during such renovations Clockwise from upper right: Entra n ce to the Alf ond Athletic Center,
all the building 's systems are crane behind MillerLibrary and a construction sign in Eustis.
brought up to standards.
Over the summer, renovations
The Dean of Students Office and had not done a significant refurbishhad
it
were
completed at the Garrisonthe Registrar will move into the sec- ment on that building since
Foster
Health Center to fix problems
weatherond floor of Eustis either when the been put up," said Terp. The
that
had
arisen since the building was
building is ready in January, or next vane that graces the top of the
summer, depending on "what works steeple, the Sloop Hero, was in need constructed. Mainly, these renovabest for those departments," said of repair and should return to its posi- tions were done "to address privacy
needs." The layout of the center was
Terp, adding "we've got to keep ser- tion in October.
" ' Renovations at'the" Alfond Athletic changed, along with the acoustics,"to
vices running for students'."
Eventually, work will be done on Complex are scheduled to be com- allow greater privacy.
Also over the summer, the College
the first and fourth floor realigning pleted by late September. According
space. Before such renovations can to Terp, the renovation looks a lot spent around $250,000 to bring the
begin, however, timing, sequence more extensive' then it really is" Colby Gardens up to scale for stuand costs must be considered. Terp because of the amount of scaffolding dents living there this year. The
anticipates that work can be done in front of the building. The work College signed a two year lease with
actually being done is no more than a a future option , in order to give them
next summer.
Perhaps the most visible construc- facelift, upgrading the facade above flexibility for future years. Terp felt
tion area on campus, the Miller the entrance. Later this fall, mechan- that the long term goal is to have all
Library steeple, should return to nor- ical system upgrades will take place housing on Mayflower Hill.
The renovations currently taking
mal sometime in mid-October. "We in the gymnasium.
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himself fleeing the city on an exodus
taking him first to an uncle 's house iri
Houston only one day before the levees broke and eventually back home
to Massachusetts. At first resigned to
the reality of at least a semester off
from collcgc while the Katrina-dcvastatcd regions recovered , it wasn't
until a 'frien d of MeGee just starting
out her first year here saw Colby's
plan to accept Hurricane displaced
students, and suggested he give the
College a call.
Colby, like many schools across
the country, had agreed in the days
aft er Katrina to accept displaced students free of charge assuming they
ha d alrea dy paid their host institutions. Though in the week after
Katrina many schools were offering
McGcc enrollment , he eventuall y
chose Colby b ecause, us he said , out
of the many schools ' Admissions
depnrtments , "by far Co l by wns t he
nicest." Five clays after enrolling at
coll ege for the first time in New
Orleans , he did it ngnin at Colby in
time to miss onlyonc day of classes,
Reflecting on tho devastation ho
av oided , McGee just seems happy to

By STEVEN WEINBERG
EDITOR IN CHIEF

{ As a temporary addition to the class
df 2009, first year Joss McGee never
p lanned on matriculating at Colby this
fall until a week ago. While hailing
from one of the many Colby-prerequisite Boston suburbs, he never even
applied to the College, rather had
Hoped to attend Loyola University in
New Orleans.
However, his pl ans , like those of so
riany other residents ofthe Gulf Coast
region changed drastically in the days
lending up to Hurricane Katrinn. After
rhoving in Friday, Aug. 26 and spending his first night at college, h e woke
i p to find his classes cancelled for the
fallowin g week through Wednesday.
The extended summer vacation init ally pr esent ed a b it of excitement to
Megee and his new roommates, "We
v/crc all fired up," he descri b ed in an
htcrvicw Mondny night , but these
f .'clin gs q uickly cooled o ff once many
cf other students nt Loyoln nnd
t irou ghout Now Orleans began evacl atin g the city,
By the next morning ho too found

Cont inued on Page 2
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NEWS EDITOR

place, or planned for the near future,
are done in order to avoid the costs of
replacing buildings. "What we've
tried to do over the long haul is not be
reactive, but get ahead of problems.
Spend the money on a regular basis
so [buildings] stay in working order
and [we canj'avoid crises," said Terp.
In addition to all these projects,
"there is a lot of what we would call
the hidden projects" said Terp. These
projects are aimed at upgrading infrastructure all across campus.
As for projects down the road,
Terp realizes that housing will need
to be ' addressed. "We know we need
to begin to look at Roberts Row [residence halls] for renovations. They
are at the point in their life cycle

when they need some work." The
scope of the renovations will be
decided after a careful analysis ofthe
dormitories, since any major renovation would require bringing the
buildings up to fire, electrical and
disability codes.
Another possibility is the conversion of Roberts into a residence hall,
once another academic building is
completed on the Colby Green that
will house the psychology department. "When psychology moves out
there will be a lot of available square
feet," said Terp. However, no plan is
currently on the table, and any discussion is highly conceptual.

SGAexecs and college p resident
outline p lans f or y ear in address

Disaster relief includes
housing displaced students
i

By BEN HERBST

By BEN HERBST &
ANNIE KEARNEY
NEWS EDITOR & FEATURES EDITOR

end of the month." All three speakers
highlighted the importance of communication
between the Student
Programming Board and the SGA.
O'Callaghan then turned the stage
over to Raugei, who spoke about the
importance of current renovations and

building projects, and their effect on
future campus life.' "Clearly a lot of
physical changes are occurring," said
Raugei. He praised the new SchairSwcnson-Watson Alumni Building, or

Students and staff gathered
Continued on Page 2
Tuesday, Sept. 13 to hear the annual
State of the College address
from Student Government
Association President Donnic
'06,
ViceO'Cnllaghan
President Romeo Raugei '06
and Coll ege President William
D. Adams.
0!Callaghnn and Rnugci
outlined their p l ans for SGA
this y ear, while A d am s focused
on long-term p lannin g and
campus life.
The SGA lenders stressed
that their overarchin g goal was
to facilitate communication
between students and their
representatives.
elected
"Communicntion is n prerequisite to improving life on campus ," sni d O'Cnllnghnn, He
plac ed representation for Col by
Gardens nt the top of the list of
prioriti es. "One of our foremost
NOMMiM&n/Ti'e coi.nv CCIIO
prioriti es is to g ive Colby
'06 and Romeo Raugei '06 listen to Pre sident Adams.
Gard ens reprosentntion by the Donnle O 'Callaghan

Three takes on
hurricane Katririn
on Page 5.

Take a look at
artist Terry Winters
abstract prints on
Page 7.

As a result of nearly two.
years of considerations, a new
point system, has been devised
for the College's alcohol policy.
The alcohol policy itself, however, remains unchanged.
According to Vice President
for Academic Affairs and Dean
of Students Janice Kassman,
the "system is designed to be
very clear about the policy, and
discourage multiple offenses,"
and went into effect the minute
students returned for orientation training.
During the 2003-04 academic year a trustee working group
discussed the common system,
special interest housing, the
alcohol policy and possible
Cotter Union expansion. From
that group has come Dialogue
Housing, the Pulver Pavilion
expansion to Cotter and, now, a
new point system to go with the
existing alcohol policy. At the
end ofthe 2003-04 year the idea
was given to the College Affairs
Committee to create the system.
The trustee working group
considered other options, such
as changing the alcohol policy
or ban drinking games or hard
alcohol. However, after investigating the current policy and
the practices of other schools,
the point system emerged as the
best option. "Rather thari
change the policy, we should
just be clearer," said Kassman.
During the 2004-05 year the
system was devised in, according to Kassmah, "a collaborative way" while points were
assigned to specific offenses.
The Presidents ' Council
signed off on the new policy in
the spring.
Students now earn points for
every offense they commit in
violation of the alcohol policy.
These points are cumulative
and can result in disciplinary
actions once certain levels are
reached. Offenses carry a point
value as well as a monetary
fin e. Most fines have been set
at $100, including the infamous
open container fine.
The point system assigns a
hefty penalty, four points, for
visits to the emergency room
for alcohol-related illness,
which also results in disciplinary probation for the remainder of the semester plus one
additional semester, off-campus alcohol treatment, 10 hours
of cam pus service an d possi ble
parental notification .
When the point system
passed the PC last year, t here
were some members who felt
the system could unfairly punish nnVve freshmen. Current
Student .
Government
Association President Donnic
O'Callaghan '06, who represented Perkins-Wilson last year
in the PC, voted against the
point system in the spring,
O'Callaghan felt that the
"p enalties could adversely
nffect freshmen " who make
mistakes during their first
semester nt school that could
follow them for the rest of their

Cont i nued on Page 2

To the right you see the Echo 'v /
brand new pointometcr where we
will track alcohol policy viola- 7.;
tion points throughout the year.
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College
on Thursday of each week the College is in session.

Letters

The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed and signed and include an address or phone number. The Echo
will not, under any circumstances, print an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on 3.5" disk
or via e-mail at echofficolhv.edu . The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.
Editorials
The Editorials are the official opinion ofthe majority ofthe Echo staff. Opinions
expressed in the individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not
ofthe Echo.
Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an article,
please call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)872-3786, e-mail
echoadsfficolbv.edu or fax (2071872-3555.

ec_o@colhy.edii
207-872-3349
www.colby.edu/echo
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upcomingcapitalcampaign
for tk College
much enjoyed both formal and informal student contact, be it visiting a
residence halls or being stopped on
SSW, saying that it was o n e of the campus:
Before continuing, Adams made a
changes from which the current
senior class will be able to benefit. "It poi nt of praisi ng the Physical Plant
will be our home whenever we return Department for their work on readying the Colby Gardens in the scant
to Colby," he said.
He went on to support the planned three weeks bet ween the signing of
addition to Cotter Union, the Pulver the release and the return of students.
The highlight of Adams' speech
Pavilion, saying "all of Cotte r is
going to be renovated to make it the was the detailed outline of "Reaching
hub of campus." In a similar vein, the World: A Campaign for Colby,"
Adams remarked on the sudden popu- the Co llege's capital campaign set to
larity ofthe lower Spa since the intro- kick off on Oct. 22, during the
duction of the new "grab and go" trustee's fall meeting. The five-yearlunch option: "To see so many people long campaign has a financial goal of
out here gathered at noon is terrific." $235 million, the largest fundraising
Both ' Raugei and Adams men- drive'in the history ofthe college.
A mong other thi ngs , the money
tioned their concern about the. social
sqene moving off-campus, and the will go to raising the "relatively
desire to return the focus ofthe social under-funded [college] endowment"
scene to Mayflower Hill during their as well as toward financial aid. Citing
speech. Raugei was optimistic about the rising cost of a college education
progress that had been made so far and the increasing demand for finanthis year, saying it is clear that the "on cial assistance that follows from it,
campus social scene is back and bet- Adams said that the College hopes to
earmark $50 million for the financial
ter than ever."
Speaking of the relief efforts on aid endowment. Other funds will go
campus following hurricane Katrina, to support academic programs, the
Raugei said, "The response has been Goldfarb Center, the libraries and the
great." He thanked the efforts of the Colby College Museum of Art. Future
Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs building projects will also use money
and Civic Engagement and Adams, from this drive,' including a new natural science building on the Colby
among others,
Raugei also used his time to speak Green and a music performance
of his and O'Callaghan's continuing building across from Runnals Theater
dedication to one of the key issues of on the other side of Mayflower Hill
their campaign platform, the need to Drive. "It's going to make a huge difaggressively address sexual assault. ference in the qualities of programs
Besides stressing that their interest and physical space wc occupy," he
came as a response to a nationwide promised.
Turning his attention to the social
college problem, and not a specific
incident, Raugei did not go in to detail culture of Colby, Adams assured the
about any plans, saying only that audience that he, too, is committed to
"Colby [should] make preliminary "working very hard to help SPB and
steps that prevent the event that SGA to help energize social life on
campus," before segueing into
changes everything."
Following Raugei's remark, remarks about the makeup ofthe stuO'Callaghan again took the stage, this dent body and the continuing need for
!
time to speak about specific more diversity.
Adams minced no words when it
Presidents' Council motions and his
personal agenda. Room capacity was came to the subject of diversity,
mentioned; O'Callaghan advocates a though he did pause for a moment to
two-tier system that raises capacities wryly acknowledge the subject as a
for the larger suites on campus, recurrent theme of his presidency.
specifically those with two exits. He Minority recruitment, ho said ,
disappointing."
said such a system would allow for "remains
He
"safe, yet unsupervised and unstruc- promised an overhaul of the system,
tured activities." Other ideas dis- saying that the admissions office will
cussed included online course change their style, targets and techevaluations and online access to club niques, and will bc adding nn addibudgets. He mentioned the impor- tional administrative position to aid in
tance of running the SGA ns smooth- this shift. "Wc arc thinking hard and
ly ns possible, which will include in a newly focused way," he assured.
While Adams admitted that the
keeping bettor track of motions nnd
"meeting with the administration to administration needed to refocus, he
prevent a communication break- made clear that the entire campus hns
hamper to make changes as well. "We all must
could
down," that
work harder to make this place ns
SGA/administrntion relations.
It wns then Adams' turn to speak, welcoming and inclusive as wo can."
First, he advocated students bringing He closed by discussing campus civiltheir concerns to their residence hall ity and remarked tlmt he is concerned
presidents, since whatever comes about the nature of discourse on diffithrough PC ho sees in one way or cult issues on campus: "I continue to
another. Especially this yenr, when be concerned about tho ways in which
over-enrollment lias plnccd pressure wc engage ench other nnd the qualion various parts of the system, com- ties of these engagement."
Following the speeches, all throe
munication is crucial. "I know it's
veiy important for, the administration fielded questions from the audience
to hear the student voice," he said. that comfortably filled the Lower Son.
Adams promised to continue his dining hull lunches, and said that he very
Continued From Page 1
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Continued From Page 1 •
be back in college, "You just can't
hardly believe how nice everyone is
here. Everyone wants to hear my
story."He also realizes just how lucky
he is to have avoided the hurricane's
mayhem, "I really don't have it that
bad. People down there are suffering."
Accepting students like MeGee
(another first-year from Tulane
University who The Echo was unable
to contact at press time) is just one
part ofthe College's efforts begun last
week to provide aid to Katrina devastated regions.
A student fundraising campaign led
by the Goldfarb Center for Public
Affairs and Civic Engagement to be
matched dollar for dollar by President
Adams has been collecting donations
since Monday, Sept 11.
Speaking on the student fund drive,
Claire Walsh '06 co-Director of the
Goldfarb Student Advisory Board
sa id, "We are really excited about it. I
don't think it is too much to ask $10
from each student, the fact that
President Adam's office is matching it
is really appreciated."As of presstime,
the drive that is hop in g to raise
$15,000 from students alone, had collected over $2,000. •
Money raised by the student-raised,

systemforpolicy.

September 12. Co-Director of the
Goldfarb Center and Associate
Professor of Government Ariel
Armony chaired the discussion. "I
wanted to look at the problems of
dealing with disasters with a sort of
broader perspective," Armony said,
speaking as to why he wanted to chair
and create the panel.
In the coming weeks, the Center
plans to hold more panel discussions
and lectures talking about the responses to and planning for disasters such as
ha dly belie e
Katrina, Armony said.
As a capstone to their fundraising
efforts, Goldfarb, along with Students
Organized for Black and Hispanic
Unity (SOBHU), the ' Student
Programming Board (SPB) and the
to hea y
Pugh Community Board will run a
Katrina Benefit Gala. The eve nt will
include food provided at half cost by
dining services and various musical
Jess MeGee '09
and poetic performances by the
Student
Colbye ttes , Pianist Ian Scott '06,
Cellist and Associate Professor of
History Raffael Scheck, and p oet
teachers in continuing the education Shapel Mallard '07.
for these students while their usual
Event organizer Jairus Steed '06
classrooms remain flooded or dam- said, "This event will give a section of
aged beyond use.
our school the chance to come togethThe Goldfarb Center also held a er in order to commemorate and
panel disc uss io n co nsisti ng of several mourn this tragedy as well as recogColby professors and former New nize the power we have as a commuOrleans city planner Kristina Ford on nity to help. "
President-matched drive will go
towards the Greater New Orleans
Recovery Corps of Teach for America.
This group consists of many TEA
teachers previously teaching in the
greater New Orleans area, now relocated to Houston. Many of their students have also been displaced to
Houston. The money will aid the

Continued From Page 1
time at Colby.
i
O'Callag han felt that during the i
next few years people should be look- >
ing at the system and assessing it. :
"There are a lot of positives coming
from this system," said O'Callaghan.
Students can get in trouble with
both the College and the police if their
offense occurs off-campus. If the
administration finds out about an
offense committed outside of
Watervil le, penalties will be brought
about according to the point system.
Copies ofthe new point system are
posted in residence halls on campus, ;
and will be distributed to students by ,¦
Head Residents this fall. Also, poster- ;
size copies to be placed in prominent ,
places in each residence hall were 1
requested by Head Residents, said i
Senior Associate Dean Paul Johnston. ^
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Wecontinue our occasional look back to the past with this article that originally in 1933, as well as an EchoesFrom The Past in the
March 23, 1978 issue. The Echo is baffled at the meaning of this poem. Does it refer to dating high school students, or young college

students? Let us know what you think.
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Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
Nature:
Larceny .
Medical Response
Medical Response
Vandalism
Larceny
Auto Accident
Lnrceny
Larceny ,
Suspicious Activity
Vandalism
Medical Rcponsc
Citations (5)
Larceny
Medicnl Response
Mcdicnl Response
Medical Response
Mcdicnl Response
OUI

Date:
9/5/05 .
9/6/05
9/6/05
9/7/05
9/8/05
9/8/05
9/8/05
9/8/05
9/8/05 *
9/9/05
9/10/05
9/10/05
9/10/05
9/10/05
, 9/10/05
9/10/05
9/11/05
9/11/05

Time:
11:15 p.m.
10:38 p.m.
1:10 p.m.
8:25 p.m. .
10:15 a.m.
10:25 n.m,
10:35 n.m,
2:3fi p.m.
5:00 p.m.
ll ;l2 a.m.
2:05 n.m.
2:30 n.m.
3:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
10:50 p.m.
11:39 p.m.
12:09 a.m.
5:25 a.m.

Location:
Leonard Hall
West Quad
Health Center
Alfond Apts. Lot
Athletic Center
,
Roberts Lot
Dana Dining Hall
Perkins-Wilson
Throe Mile Loop
Alfond Apts. Lot
Woodman Hall
Woodman Hall
Dana Dining Hall
AMS
Outside of Chapel
Outside of Dana Hnll
Runnnls Road
Johnson Pond

Disposition:
WTVL Police
Maine General
Mnine General •
WTVL Police
WTVL Police
WTVL Police '
WTVL Police
WTVL Police
WTVL Police
WTVL Police
Maine General
Doims Office
WTVL Police
Maine General
Maine General
' Maine General
Maine General
WTVL Police

Comments:
Items taken from an unlocked room.*
Possible Drug O.D.
Alcohol.
3 Vehicles dnmnged.
Items taken from an unlocked vehicle
Vehicle hit while pnrked in lot .
Money stolon from wallet,
Items stolen from basement.
Suspect Identified/Given a trespass warning.
Two tires slashed on vehicle.
Alcohol.
Illegal drug use.
Wallet taken from cubby hole.
Alcohol.
Alcohol.
Alcohol.
Alcohol.
Operating Under the Influence.
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SGA Readership Program looks for funding
By KATIE HAMM

SOME EDITOR IN CHIEF

The
Student
Government
Association is facing the possibility of
funding the USA Today Research
Program, which is responsible for the
five newspapers available in each residence hall, alone this year. Last year,
half of the funding was provided by
the Presidents' Discretionary Fund,
said SGA Treasurer Justin DePre '06,
but there will not likely be funding
from that source this year.
The Program, which provides
copies of USA Today, The New York
Times, The Boston Globe, The
Financial Times and The Morning
Sentinel to each residence hall
Monday through Friday, costs a total
of $17,963.40 for the year, DePre said.
Money is returned to the school, however, for any papers that are not read;
last year about $5,000 was given back
for this reason. SGA has budgeted the
entire cost into the 2005-2006 budget,
but it "would be a year that additional
funding would be appreciated," DePre
said.
According to DePre, President

that SGA is the only one supplying
William D. Adams had agreed to pay enough with SGA at the time.
funding, O'Callaghan said. "We recSenior
Associate
Dean
Paul
ram
for
the
half of the cost of the prog
ognize
that it's really important. It's
an
interview
that
it
Johnston
said
in
the
first
year,
2004-2005 academic
good
for
Colby students to know
possible
for
the
would
not
be
program.
the
full year of
going
on. As the year goes on
what's
Department
of
Residential
Life
to
pro$8,250
only
Consequently, SGA paid
we
are
looking
for co-sponsors. If we
for
the
program
for
vide
any
funding
of the program last year.
get co-sponsors,
as
budgets
this
year,
communication
DePre said that a
that
frees
up
for
each
department
2004-2005
breakdown between the
for
other
money
October
of
are
set
in
s
Exec.
Executive Board and this year'
areas, like clubs,"
Board led to a lack of details about the previous academhe
said.
ic
year.
If
Residential
how the program is funded, and that
Both
DePre and
the discrepancy is not between SGA Life were to help
O
'
C
a
l
l a g han
fund the program in
and Adams.
• "We recognize that the nature of the future years, the
stressed that it is
difficult to deterPresident's Discretionary Fund is to Department would
mine the final cost
provide funding at his will, not to have to go to the
of the program
commit a yearly amount to a specific College and request a
right now, and for
agenda such as the Readership line item in the budother departments
Program. If he pledged to sponsor this get. Johnston also
that
the
Donnie O'Callaghan '06 to know how much
program every year the funds would said
money they have
SGA President
be deducted before the year started and Department would
available,
because
need
to
look
at
other
would
no
longer
be
at
his
this money
the
official
books
programs
they
hanDePre
said.
discretion,"
ofthe
college
do
not
close
until
Sept.
funddle,
such
as
the
residence
hall
book
pursuing
SGA will continue
30.
Another
issue
that
will
increase
other
sources,
seminars
and
hall
stafFsalary,
to
detering from Adams and
DePre said. SGA does receive $500 mine priorities. It is "not likely" that the cost of the program is providing
from Bruce Barnard in the Bookstore, the Department would curtail any of newspapers to Colby Gardens. DePre
said
SGA President Donnie those* programs in order to fund the emphasized that the Gardens would be
receiving papers as soon as possible,
Readership Program, Johnston said.
O'Callaghan '06.
Adams would not comment on the
The Readership Program will con- hopefully within a week.
issue, due to not having discussed it tinue for the entire year in the scenario
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By ANNIE KEARNEY
FEATURES EDITOR
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For decades the first few weeks of
college worked something like this:
you arrive on campus, knowing, if you
were lucky, a handful of kids (your
roommate, who you'd talked to once
or twice, a kid from your high school
you once took bio with, the junior
daughter of a family friend...).
You'd go through orientation, and,
if you were lucky, meet a few people
who shared your interests, or liked the
same moy/esy or played? the.1' sjj me
sports in high school. You'd notice
who was cute and try, as discreetly as
possible, to learn that person's name,
or else fumble around painfully trying
to make conversation. You'd sit
through a few awkward solitary
meals, attend a couple of parties and
begin to collect a group of pals. It's a
rite of passage, or at least, it was. To
outsiders, it looks like the first-year
social experience is rapidl y changing,
and it's due almost exclusively to an
online
college
community:
theFacebook.com which arrived at
Colby last October.
The Facebook is a simple c oncept :
students in supported schools enter
their valid college email address and
are then invited to fill out a profile.
You can enter in as much, or a little
information as you like, including
your birthday, your hometown, interests, and favorite music and a personal picture. A publicly-viewable
message board is available to friends
who want to say hello or recount the
previous night's exploits (one person
described it at "the new drunk dialin g," as are groups with themes like
"Red Sox Nation" and "Edumacated
in a Public School." People send messages to others, asking to bc friends.
More and more, these messages are
sent to people who have never actually met in person.
Today, as an incoming first year,
you are more likely to have seen, if

not spoken to, most of your classmates by mid-July. You can find out
with a simple search who shares your
love of "Law and Order," chocolate
and J.D. Salinger. By the time orientation ends, chances are you've already
memorized your crush's profile, and
so instead of f orced conversation,
your struggle is to not come off as a
stalker. There's eyen a persistent
rumor about a couple that met and
started dating on the Facebook.
As of Tuesday morning, less than
two weeks after the end of COOT, 457
out ofthe 513 members ofthe Class of
2009) \vere registered as Facebook
members. The "Class of 2009"
Facebook group had 260 members,
while the group "09-about Time,"
which describes itself as "a group for
all those 09ers who are ready to party
hard from the moment they get to
Colby" had 114 members.
"Our class is in to Facebook in a
big way," said Ben Goldenberg '09.
"It's pretty crazy." Goldenberg said
that while the Facebook was a nice
way to at make a passing acquaintance
with people at your college, it served
another useful purpose as well: "I
think it's really good for keeping in
touch with your friends from high
school," he said.
"Half the stuff that's gone on here
before the upperclassmen [arrived]
was due to Facebook,'!said Vic Gagne
'09, one of the few first-years who
remains unregistered. Asked why he
hasn't joined , he said that he felt it
was impersonal and "just kind of
creepy. The whole idea that you can
just look up someone and learn everything about them."
Older students are often amazed at
how many friends the first years have
managed to accumulate in their short
time at Colby. Charlie Hale, '06, who
led the Grafton A COOT Trip, and
mad e a "Grafton a-mnzing" Facebook
group upon tlie group's return, said,
"Facebook revolutionized the way
people connect before they even show
up on campus. Whereas before you
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Come savor "the Flavors of Italy " in the
authentic regional Italian cuisine by Chef
Gaetano
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Fri day marks the two year anniversary ofRossignol's tragic death. She
will always be rememberedfondly in the Colby community.
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It s good for
Colby students
to kn ow what 's
going on. As the
year goes on we
are looking for
co-sponsors.

Wei¥ college staff
Newfaculty:
Gary Aiwdod
Charlotte Albright
lisaY^eilana
Aiiiy Bernatchez
Je^ Burr
Paul E. Gohen
John Cullinan
Erin E Ciirren W
Meadow
Dibble-Dieng..'95
Gregory Dutton
Yulia E. Chenstova
William Edelglass
Marshall Fulbright HI
Kathryn Fulton
Emma R. Garcia
Julie Goell
Piers J. Hale
Markus A. Juhasz
Linda Kim
Frederick J. LaRiviere
Marcy P. Lascano
Frances Lovemore
Jonathan Michaeles
Hideo Nagahashi
Deidre Onishi
Kevin Rice '96
Ayanna Kim Thomas
Andreas Waldkirch
New administrators:
Tina Beachy '93
Matthew Dennehy
Patrick G. Dooling
Aimee Jack '04
Gregory Lynch '04 •
Seth Mercier
Language assistants:
Stefania Capitani
Ling Kang
Natalia Kudriavtseva
Tanguy Martin-Payen
Marta Vacas Matos
Sophie Moser
Akiko Muroi
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got to your dorm room knowing no
one, now you . could have 300
'friends. 'Six out of my nine COOTers
were on Facebook. If anything, now
people have to un-invite people they
were friends with on Facebook when
they actually get to know them and
realize they actually have nothing in
common."
While the Facebook is a nice
resource to have, it will never replace
getting out and meeting people. "After
all, you don't really know these people
anyway," said Alyssa Charsky '09. Of
course, there's another reason
Facebook will never replace personal
interactions. As Phil Crystal '09 put it,
"a lot of people, they looked hot on the
Facebook, but they're not in person."

Uptown Style
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2 Lg 1 Topping pizzas
2 Lg Cheese pizzas
2 Sra Cheese pizzas
2 Sm 1 Topping pizzas
2 Buffalo chicken calzones
2 Lg Chicken parms
2 Buffalo chicken salads
2 Crispy chicken salads
2 Lg Breadstieks w/ cheese

12.99
10,99
7.50
8.99
9,99
8.99
7.99
7.99
10:99
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Throwing a Party?
Order 5 or more Lg pizzas at these rates:
Cheese pizza: $5*50
• '.' '¦" " '¦ |
1 Topping pizza ; $6.00

Hair Care for Both
Men & Women

20% off

with a Col by ID
Appointments Proffered 873-2028
189 Main Street
Wa te rville
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Diversity skits planned on campus
By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

. Administrators began discussions
about an additional diversity education program last year. The result of
those discussions is the "Mayflower
Monologues," a scries of skits
designed to educate students in dorm s
on th e situations faced by international stu dents.
According to Associate Dean for
Snmmic
Multicul tural
A ffa irs
Rob inson , "Mayflow er Monolo gues "
"is nn opportunity for us to share with
the campus some of the experiences
of international students here nt
Colby.'.' Those ex p eriences will
include both positive and frustrating
ones , and arc aimed nt creating n dialogue on campus.
Ski t s will b c pre sent ed in r esidence
h a lls wi t h a meal nnd will b e followed
by a discussion ofthe issues involved.
Robinson and the student-director
To dd Lohsen '06 hope to have the
program started by mid-to-latc
October and continue until nil resi-

dence halls arc visited. Robinson is happens this year." While he would
"highly encouraging [Head Residents] love to have the program continue in
to involve as many students as possi- the future, he w oul d also like to see
the need for a program sucli as this
ble."
"When
[Vice
. di sappear.
President for Academic
"I' m excited
Affairs and Dean of
to sec how stuStudents]
Janice
dents will react
Kas sman an d Sa mmic
to
the
*
'Monolo
Robinson
first
gues.' '
approached mc with the
There arc a lot
of stories that
idea, 1 thought that the
'Monologues ' would bc .
people wnnt to
n great way for students
share , and unt il
to relate to each other 's
now, they 've
experiences at Colby—
never , had nn
good and bad , hap py an d
audienc e," snid
Lohsen.
p ainful ," snid Lohsen.
The skits will bc written
"Wc arc in
the
process of
by minority unci interna'06
Todd Lohsen
tional students.
recruitin
g cast
Direc t or , Mayflower Monologues
Lohsen
worked
members nnd
throu ghout the .summer
finalizin g the
\
on this project nnd began writing .scripts ri ght now. So far, we 've
some scripts. As part of his' prepara- received n lot of interest from students
ti on he contacted other similar small who wnnt to get involved ," snid
Lohsen. Accordin g to Robinson , tho
New England colleges.
\
Robinson hopes "to get everyone "tro op chosen will not nec es sarily bc
involved" and plans on seeing "what internat ional students."

...I thought that
the Monologues
would be a
great way for
students to
relate to each
other's experiences at Colby...
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This past Sunday marked the
fourth anniversary ofthe September
11 terrorist attacks. Everyone—
regardless of his or her political,
social or religious background—
should commemorate those who
died four years ago, especially the
heroic efforts of the rescue workers
from the police and fire departments. I was just four blocks away,
about a fifth of a mile, from the
World Trade Center when it was hit,
and certain images will permanently
be embedded in my mind.
However, I believe that in the
four years since that day, many officials within the United States government have used 9/11 as a tool,
which they use not only to violate
our civil liberties, but also to disrespect the memory of those who died
four years ago. Shortly after
September 11 the administration
began to inundate us with the possibility that the U.S. could, and
most likely would, be attacked
again. At our weakest moment
President
George W. Bush
informed us that- we were now
involved in a "War on Terror," a
fight with a multitude of enemies
and the defining phrase, "You're
either with us, or against us."
Suddenly anyone who would not
permit the government to have full

By LEE EMMONS

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Although we recently endured an
extraordinarily $ contentious? presidential election," Aahother one ' is' just
around the corner. Potential candidates for 2008 are already quietly raising money and visiting early primary
states. Republicans have seen the reemergence of Newt Gingrich, the
increased hype surrounding Rudy
Giuliani , and intense speculation
regarding John McCain. Senators
Chuck Hagel and Bill Frist have also
been mentioned.
It hardly matters. The right-wing
cretins
who
dominate
the
Republican primary process will
defy popular will and anoint
whomever adopts their fundamentalist social positions. Consequently,
they will nominate a weaker, more
conservative candi date. Sure-winners like McCain and Giuliani will
be disregarded because of their
(gasp) liberal social positions. Bush
fati gue
won 't
help
matters.
Chan gin g d emogra phics also d on't
favor the GOP. All in all , the
Democrats should bc in a fairly
strong position to recapture the
White House. However, not this
Democratic Party.
The Party of Dean , G ore an d
Pelosi coul d n 't lead Colby 's shopping COOT. The ideological soulmates of such noted Democratic
losers as George McGovern and
Walter Mondale, they arc hiking this
party nowhere. Fast, Some of you
will probably disagree. Well .
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We now hold
enemy combatants in prison
indefinitely, even
though in many
cases the administration lacks
any criminal evidence.
enemy combatants in prison indefinitely, even though in many cases
the administration lacks any criminal evidence. The government can
monitor almost any communication
it wants if they cite a relation to an
"ongoing" terrorism investigation.
Further, they can deport foreign
nationals who enter the U.S. to a
country where torture is used.
Eerily, the 1.998 movie "The

A 2008 presidential campaign preview:
more of the same from both parties

Waierviiie, Ms
673-1010
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Siege" depicted a similar scenario;
New York City under martial law
after several terrorist attacks. At one
point, Bruce Willis (as Major
General William Devereaux, the
off ic er commanding N ew York)
argues for the use of torture saying,
"The time has come for one man to
suffer in order to save hundreds of
lives." But where can you draw the
line when it comes to torture or
other acts that violate the very
ri ghts Americans hold dear? Denzel
Washington (as Anthony Hubbard,
an FBI agent) responds, "One
man?
What about two, huh?
What a b out six?"
If we fundamentally alter our
concept of human rights and civil
liberties, then the terrorists have
won. They have successfully
changed our society so that it now
reflects their view on human rights,
rather than ours. America is the
greatest country in the world
because we provide all individuals with the same liberties and
rights. If we begin to strip people
of their rights, then we have lost
sight of why we are fighting this
"War on Terror."
As Denzel Washington says, what
the terrorists really want is for us to
"Bend the
law, shred the
Constitution just a little bit.
Because if we torture him, General,
we do that and everything we have
fought, and bled, and died for is
over. And they've already won."

access to their . lives—phone
records, emails, conversations and
more—was against the U.S. We
were free to ' do whatever we
wished, as long as we didn 't criticize the administration concerning
the , "War on Terror."
Look where we are because ofthe
"War ori Terror." We now hol d

OPINIONS EDITOR

* Representation for Colby Gardens is a must, furthermore, the'
Constitution should be amended so that any new residence in the
halls are not left in limbo and are automatically granted the right to
elect representation to the Presidents'Council.
* The new point system assigned to the existing alcohol policy
must be examined at the end of this year, and at future dates, to
establish how effective a system it is. Also, it must be distinguished
whether the system promotes safer drinking habits or more secretive habits. ,
* The College must investigate how to minimize alcohol related
hospital visits among students. Simply adding penalties does not
get to the root of a more serious problem, and can even exacerbate
an existing one when students are apprehensive about sending
friends to the hospital for fear of administrative retribution.
* The concern from Colby Gardens' neighbors and the conflicts
raised relating to off-campus housing show that Colby-Waterville
relations need serious attention. Miscommunications such as these
undermine the hard work of Colby students who .volunteer in town
loo better relations.
* Beer and Wine nights at Dana should be continued as long as
they are run responsibly and continue to promote safe drinking
habits. More than being focused upon as a publicity stunt for the
college, programs such as this one should be the prototype for creative alternatives to the binge drinking culture that sends shivers
down the backs of College administrators.
* Reaching the World: A Campaign for Colby (the $235 million
capital campaign) is an ambitious goal that is a positive step for the
future of the College. The growth of this institution will be beneficial to those associated with the school now, in the past and in the
future.
* Increasing diversity on campus through new admissions initiatives is important, but alone is not enough, as the College realizes.
In order to make the atmosphere on campus as multicultural as they
hope future statistics will reflect, the administration and SGA need
to reevaluate how diversity is taught. Diversity has become an
occasion such as a supper seminar rather than a way of life.
* Communication between students and administrators cannot
be limited to being made through the Presidents' Council; there
must continue to be avenues of discussion outside of PC for students who do not feel comfortable with that method. Examples of
good communication are President Adam's office hours and dining
hall lunches.
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By MERLE EISENBERG

The Colby Echo offers a condensed version of our own State of
the College address. Outlined below are the major points of direction we assign tb the Student Government Association and the
"
administration ofthe College.
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The real results of the 'War on' Terror" The Mystery of the
International Date Line

If only we were president...
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said, enough Red-States will remain
contested. Hillary could potentially
win . Ohio, Missouri, Florida and
ot her less pivotal swing states. If this
occurs, she would be elected presil(
dent b^a jcqmfortabl margiij.,¦:^ ;
^
Whomever ' the Democrats " nominate will ultimately shape much of
the party's message. Yet, that message will be partially diluted by the
party 's curren t lea dershi p. Chairman
Dean and his congressional allies
seem more interested in making a
statement than winning elections.
Since ascending to the chairmanship
of t he DNC in Fe b ruary, Dean ha s
variously la b eled his Repu b lican
opponents "evil," "brain-dead" and
"corrupt." His opposition to the Iraq
War has become even more implacable and vicious. He recently went as
far as to say that Iraqi women were
better off under Saddam Hussein.
Dean has every right to express his
bizarre opinions. But he should not
delude himself into thinking that his
intemperate remarks are somehow
helping the party he supposedly
leads. If anything, he has f urther
marginalized the Democrats.

you re wrong.
The Democrats need to nominate
a decidedly centrist candidate in
2008. . Someone who can clearly
articulate Red State positions on
defense, jvahiesi and, gfth Jjconh -ol.
Only ' several potential * candidates
come to mind. The most viable is
Hillary Rodham Clinton. New
York's junior senator has proved to
be both moderate and hawkish. She
will also enjoy the unwavering sup-

The right-wing
cretins who
dominate the
Republican primary process
will defy popular
will and anoint
whom ever
adopts their fundamentalist
social positions.

The Democratic congressional

leadership is similarly inept. They

blindly oppose Bush without any

sort
of
cogent
message.
the
party
appears
to
Consequently,
be simply 'against.' In other words,
they offer little to be 'for.' This will
not help the '08 standard bearer.
While the Republicans face numerous disadvantages, the Democrats
will have difficulty capitalizin g on
their advantages. I predict by 2008
little of this will have changed.

port of most Democratic constituency groups. Becoming the first
female presidential candidate would
also generate unprecedented excitement an d enthusiasm among some
voters. However, her can d idacy
would be anything but smooth.
She remains n polarizin g figure
and the majority of Red States would
still be out of her grasp., That being

By M A T TMORRISON
STAFF WRITER

Do you know -that th
International Date Line separate
Wester;
the
Eastern
and
Hemispheres, putting the Easten
Hemisphere one day ahead of th
Western? It took me a while ti
understand this concept. So, if yo
live on the borderlands of the Lin
where time collapses and expand
(say Western Alaska or Easter;
Russia), you could technically trav
el a few minutes to move ahead a
entire day. That's right, if Tuesda
in Fiji didn 't treat you well, yo
could just hop on a flight, to nearb
Samoa and give it a shot all ove
again. If it's Wednesday night an
you're fearing a bad case of th
Thursdays in Hawaii, just skip it
Pack up your things and before yoi
know it it's Friday in New Zealand
Find a hot dig near the Date Lim
and a fateful day can always b
avoided , a cheery day alway
repeated.
I admit it, I can be an up-and
down guy. I had a therapist wh
once told me that I was an emotion
al sponge; I cried. Where is th
marketing genius who can apply th
immense possibilities of th
International Date Line to thos
delicate emotional types lik
myself? I can picture the televise
hook right now, "Feeling too happ;
or too sad, too stressed or too calrr
come settle in Fiji/Samoa, wher
tomorrow's problems can b
skipped for the following day'
freedom. There is no memory toi
harsh to escape, no deadline tha
>s
can't be avoided."
Would traveling across th
International Date Line, delayinj
one's problems for another day ;o
trying to hang on to a positiv
'memory,(that w,e cherish, ^verj allo.v
3
1
lis to 'be free? If we' keep both th
good memories, and . bad . expecta
tions too close, each will do its bes
to hurt us as we try to endure th
changes of the Date Line. How t<
avoid the trappings of nostalgia am
the fear of the unknown? Float ii
the waters between the two. Ghd
through your time with the silen
thrust of your past comforting you
as you sail into your mysteriou
future. Take the faith . in when
you've been and make,it the faith ii
your destination. Take comfort ii
the Haze of time.
Straddling the International Dati
Line could empower you for tin
time being: you could run fron
your in securities like teenagers wh<
f lock to Cancun , quickly blin d in i
your past mistakes with the chaotii
amnesic your present offers . Bu
the Date Line is a temporary fix i
abused. If one only jumps from pas
to future without slowing down ti
look around , the once hop efti
allure ofthe Date Line will gra d ual
ly disorient them. Don 't blindl;
rush to your future in the hopes o
escaping your past. Don't clin g t<
your past so tight that your futun
will never come. From some gu\
named Charl es DuBois , "Tin
important thing is this: To be able n
any moment to sacrifice what w>
arc for what wc could become."
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True tales of terror and truth from Colby Security

Colbys hew alcohol points
system: it 's an improvement

by Steven Weinberg

By JAMES TANG

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Since last semester's end, the
College administration and the
Student Government Association have
initiated a new system of sanctions
pertaining to alcohol violations. The
College has significantly changed its
approach to dealing with such infractions and has also altered the penalties
around a new point system, similar to
that of traffic violations on one's
license. Dean's fines have been appreciably reduced, and the new guidelines appear more sensible in the short
run for students.
However, the implications of the
cumulative and severe point system
suggest that students, in the long
run, may have benefited more under
the old system. Needless to say, the
new Colby alcohol policy retains itp
fair share of benefits and drawbacks
fo r both th e stu dent bod y an d the
college community.
The new policy revolves around an
"earned point system" for violators.
Lesser infractions (such as underage
possession, open containers or drunk
and disorderly conduct) will earn a
student either one or two points on
his/her record and a $100 security
fine, Additionally, more egregious
violations (drunk driving, ER visits or
assault) carry penalties of up to five
points per incident, but lack any monetary punishment.
As students accumulate points, they
may face disciplinary probation,
mandatory alcohol treatment, campus
service or suspension. One's point
record remains cumulative throughout
airollment, but two successive inci.leirt-free semesters removes a.single
point. Ten hours of community ser-

NOTE: THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS COMIC STRIP ARE THOSE OF THE ARTIST AND ARE NOT NECESSARILY SHARED BY THE ECHO.

Environmental consequences of:] ;¦
Katrina: a reminder of nature's power
By ELLY BOOKMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I'm not from New Orleans, or
even Louisiana. The drive to the
sunken city is about eight hours from
my home in Atlanta, Georgia, and
I've never driven it.
But in the ways that Hurricane
Katrina affected my home and the
rest ofth e world. I feel like the Big
Easy wasn't the only place that took
a direct hit. Days after the perfect
storm found land , gas prices in
Atlanta topped out at $6 a gallon, if
there was even any gas at all. Since
then, Atlanta has become crowded
with refugees, the school system
flooded with hundreds of displaced
students. Many of them will never
go back, because there's nothjng to
go back to. The world is permanently changed.
The horror of death tolls, scattered heirlooms and mud-buried
homes cannot be overstated. In
many places, the water has still not
receded , and there 's reason to
believe that it never will because
the city of New Orleans was
alread y below sea level.
It seems to bc steadily getting
worse. At this point , we're blaming local and fcdcrnl officials. The
city of New Orleans has always
been vulnerable to n storm of this
magnitude, but we all believed the
devastation was for another generation to worry nbout . '
Consequently, the evacuation
plans were flawed, especially when it
came to helping the poor. One day
after the storm hit there were
between 12,000 nnd 15,000 people
barricaded in the Supcrdomc, where
toilets were overflowing nnd there
wns no nir-conditioning against the
90-dcgree heat. Looting nnd violence have broken out, prompting
another attempt by officials to empty
the city of people who nro still clinging to what's left of their lives,
The environmental effects of
Knlrinn nre some of the most star-

WJtify lilM^

tling, because they will directly
affect the human population.
Contaminated water is expected to
contribute to outbreaks of diarrheal
illnesses, gastroenteritis and hepatitis
A. Diseases like West Nile or even
malaria could also surface from a
higher mosquito population, effectively turning the area into a source
of epidemics.
What's more is that the region has
always been marked by a hot and
humid climate, but now these conditions are dangerous instead of just
unfortunate. The shortage of drinking water combined with a lack of
air-conditioned escapes will likely
lead to illness and death from dehydration, unless officials are able to
act on their word and remove
remaining
citizens from
their homes.
These homes
have
also
become residences
of
dangerous
creatures like
alligators and
snakes ,
whose populations have
been
displaced.
The collective damage that
Katrina caused has oven been , compared to that of a bombing. The irony
is that the government spent n great
deal more money and time on preparation for violent attacks thnn they
did for natural disasters.
Since September ' 11, we've nil
been preoccupied fighting against
the wrath of man that we've forgotten about the wrath of nature, one
which is ever present and constantly
powerful. In time, it will even be
nble to heal itself. Only we will
remember the havoc and tragedy,
and hopefully, we will havo both n
restored faith nnd a new respect for
both nature nnd our environment.

;

The ultimate wake-up cail
By CHRIS APPEL

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Among the many issues highlight-

ed by Hurricane Katrina, one of the

most glaring is the deteriorating state
of America's infrastructure.
In New Orleans, a lack of political will and public-sector planning
allowed the levee system to become
hopelessly outdated. Federal agencies, most notably the Army Corps
of Engineers, had repeatedly warned
about the vulnerability of a levee
system breech from even a Category
2 Hurricane. Nevertheless, funding
requests by the Corps were consistently scaled back or in some cases
ignored by Congress and the last
few Presidential administrations. It
was estimated that it would have

cost $1 billion to secure the levees
ngninst a hypothetical Category 5
storm; in hindsight, that cost now
seems trivial .
Unfortunately, the neglect ofthe
levee system is part of a systemic
problem of America 's policy makers. Over the past 20 years, there
has been a lack of emphasis on
mointnining America 's public
infrastructure, In n 2005 report , .
The American Society of Civil
Engineers gave a "D" to the overall state of tlio U.S.'s infrastructure. The report focused on 12
categories ranging from drinking
water to roads. Additionally, the
society recommended that a $1.6
trillion investment over five years
would significantly, improve the
nation's infrnfltructurc .
As with all spending decisions, a
cost-benefit analysis is necessary to
put the issue in context. The risks
associated with continuing to withhold the modernization of America's

vital public infrastructure are high.
However, for politicians it is
very convenient to delay funding
large, expensive public works
projects. Why make tough fiscal
decisions until needed upgrades
arie painfully obvious?
Action is usually taken only when
the public demands it—as was the
case with the electric power grid
after the 2003 blackout and will be
with the levee system after New
Orleans is drained.
The most opportune time to have
addressed this ominous policy issue
would have been at the beginning of
President Bush's first term. With federal government surpluses projected
for decades, an investment in public
infrastructure would , have been
smart policy and smart politics.
However, the president's irresponsi-

ble and misguided tax polices have
essentially bankrupted the fcdcrnl
government, and a large allocation of
funds for publie works would be
very difficult.
Even so, President Bush isn 't the
only one to blame, President Clinton
is also responsible in part for our current predicament. He campaigned on
"rebuilding America 's infrastructure," but lie didn 't follow through
while in office. Clearly this is nn
issue that members of both parties
have neglected for decades.
It is widely viewed that the benefits to our economy, environment
and public health far outweigh the
costs of rebuilding nnd updating
our aging infrastructure. While it
is clearly nn immense and expensive challenge , It's In America 's
best interest to tackle this issue
now before our infra structure continues to deteriorate.

vice may also deduct points from an
individual's records.
Colby's new policy presents many
superior aspects when compared to
the previous system. Primarily, the
Dean of Students' Office has drastically lowered security fines to a mere
$100 dollars per sanction. Many students viewed the former $250 open
container fine as excessive in comparison to other colleges. Furthermore,
the policy clearly delineates which
violations merit specific penalties.
The prospect of cumulative records
and remaining in continuous jeopardy
with the Dean of Students will probably compel some students to avoid
violating the new statutes. Of course,
such records keep students accountable for repeat violations.
However, the system does have its
downsides. A student with one major
alcohol violation will put himself in
an unfortunate position for the
remainder of his college career.
Obviously, anyone caught drunk driving faces much bigger problems than
mere sanctions and accumulated
points, but a hypothetical first-year
who makes an ER visit his first
Loudness will face probation and the
risk of facing serious disciplinary
reprisals for another minor incident
within two whole semesters.
Considering that ' many first-years
encounter alcohol for their first time
upon their arrival in college, the policy does not leave much leeway for
early judgment mistakes.
We have yet to see the effectiv eness an d success of the new
system and its faults and advantages. Nevertheless, it app ears to
be a marked improvement, and I,
for one, believe and hope it will
garner successful results this year.

Ah economic, appraisal <pf .—;*(
Katrina 's effects: a growing deficit
All of this underscores the foolishness ofthe Bush administration's poliCONTRIBUTING WRITER
cies before Hurricane Katrina. By
(mis)leading us on a costly march to
Hurricane Katrina dealt a serious war while simultaneously promoting
blow to the United States. Numerous tax cuts, President Bush helped turn
people lost their lives, many more lost record surpluses into giant deficits,
their homes and a general feeling of thus digging our country a hole from
helplessness has swept the Gulf Coast. which we would have been hard
However, the long term fallout of this pressed to emerge before the hurrihurricane is the effect it will have on cane. Given the funds needed to deal
current and future economic health.
with this disaster, getting out of debt
Specifically, this year's federal bud- will prove an even more difficult task.
get deficit will increase precipitously
One could make the case that the
as a result of the glut of emergency deficits we have today are worth the
spending that tlie government is appro- policies that have caused them. If you
priating to the affected region. Though believe that our mission in Iraq was
experts had predicted the 2005 deficit justified , and you believe that the
would be smaller than the record 2004 redistribution of income that Bush has
deficit, Hurricane Katrina has insured helped bring about is desirable, then
this year 's perhaps you consider the high deficit
deficit will a necessary evil. However, in my
shatter last opinion his tax cuts have helped those
y e a r ' s who needed it the least, and Iraq is a
record, This black hole which will only get worse.
crisis has
While our ¦government hemoropened a rhages money to rebuild a country
f i n a n c i a l halfway around the world, the presiwound in dent keeps pushing the notion that his
our econo- tax cuts should be made permanent.
my
that We cannot afford this if we want to
should bc combat crises such ns Hurricane
manageable, Katrina and maintain a reasonable
but because deficit. Though I support tax cuts in
of President economically favorable circum8TEVCN WE INOCnO/THE COWY ECHO
rj .^h'g
Dn<!t
stances, the way the president has
blunders, the deficit will sonr to previ- pushed them has been both inconsisously unimaginable levels.
tent and irresponsible. When he was
Some numbers will put things in first inaugurated, his rationale was
perspective: the 2004 budget "giving the surplus back to the
deficit was $412 billion. This wns American people," but when the surfnr higher than the deficit of any pluses evaporated , President Bush
previous yenr, nnd wns largely due chose not to alter his tax policy.
to the war in Iraq and low taxes. Instead he proposed cutting social
Before Hurricane Katrina , experts programs that primarily benefit the
estimated the 2005 budget deficit poor, Even in the face of our current
would decrease to $331 billion- crisis, Secrctaiy Treasury John Snow
still nn enormous number, but an reportedly
told
congressional
improved one because of a Republicans that the hurricane
stronger economy and some possi- strengthens tho enso to mnkc the tnx
ble supply-side effects of cuts pcrmnnent.
Though I, unlike same, do not think
President Bush's tax cuts.
However, after the hurricane, the we are on tho verge of a Great
2005 estimates have ballooned to a Depression—like collapse, I do think
headache-inducing $500 billion. the large deficit is just one of many
Economists agree that persistent high costs of President Bush's policies.
deficits will negatively affect work- And ihirrienne Kntrinn , yet another
er's output during the next several unavoidable cost bom upon
years, so we're essentially sacrificing Americans, reinforces the fact thai
our future to finance the present.
Bush's policies nre hurting us.
By CHARLES WILSON
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' THURSDAY,SEPT.15
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•_• Film: "Crash" followed by
discussions
4 p.m.
' , Lovejoy 100
• Ugly Ducklings
, 7:30 p.m.
Runnals/Strider Theater

FRIDAY,SEPT.16
• International Coffee Hour
¦ 4:30 - 6 p.m. •
1 Mary Low Coffeehouse
1
• Ugly.Ducklings
• 7:30 p.m.
Runnals/Strider Theater
• Coffee House: Roots of
' Creation
8 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
SATURDAY,SEPT.17
• Ugly Ducklings
2p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Runnals/Strider Theater
• COOT Slideshow
8 p.m.
I
Cotter Union/131 Page
Commons Room
TUESDAY,SEPT.20
• Poetry Reading with Mario
Maroni
j
7 p.m.
Art Museum/060 SchupfWing
• Social Ballroom Dancing
8 p.m.
'
Page Commons

many; colors shone on you at
one time: -Maybe not everySTAFF WRITER
onei cjould : handle the psychadelica that comes with
break-beat music. Some may
Ah, Loudness: a time tradihave ; gone home describing
tionally marked with heavy bass,
the concert as "You know that
campus-wide ragers and free
part in Blade, when the vamlove. Also, a time when first-year
pires are having a dance party
students and upperclassmen alike
'
and blood comes out of the
gather together to attend highsprinklers? It was kind of like
school-esque "dances" and throw
that:"7Maybe
Colby students
their inhibitions to the wind. Last
would
have
gone
crazy to
Friday night, however, the
anything that night, as the
Student Programming Board hit
"Be safe,.no means no" signs
us with something that made this
on the wall deterred few from
year 's weekend-long blast extra
mauling each other on the
sp ecial: the mu sic at this
ADAM MUSIAL/THE COLBY ECHO
dance floor. But I say any
Loudness dance was live. And The New Deal, a house/dance/electro-rocktrio, rocks Loudness right.
show that draws the owner of
good gracious, was it ever live.
Happy Trails (the local Waterville
Enter The New Deal. A Canadian on bass, the jaw-dropp in gly talented featured vocalists.
The first song, laden with, synth head shop) as well as other locals
house/dance/electro-rock trio with Darren Shearer on the skins and the
the stam in a of wor ld class athletes . m ost an imated keyboar d player I've notes, reminiscent of Super Nintendo up to the Hill is one hell of a show.
These guys played from 10 :30 p.m. ever seen in Jam ie Shields) do their and ah irresistible dan ce beat, flowed That said, even I was a little pooped
seam lessly into the sec on d, then around 12:1'5, and they may have
to 1 a.m. with the only silence com- job and visibly enjoy it.
Shields was an absolu te m agi- third, each with m ore en ergy than rocked our socks too far off, as the
ing during the 10 minute set break.
This show fit Loudness perfectly. cian playin g up to two keybo ar ds of the one before. To paraphrase a son g pace never really lulled from its
The most refreshing part of The the four at his disposal at any giv en of a sim ilar genre, if . they didn't blistering mind trip.
All things considered, too much
New Deal was that they played a tim e, rotating and head-bobbi ng make your booty move, your 'booty
of
a good time is the right problem
type of music not normally thoug ht an d m aking pri celess faces at his mu st h ave been dead.
Before I inflate The New Deal ad to be having oh Loudness. The. New
of as something that can be per- two comrades. . Shear er, the
form ed liv e, an d they play ed it flashiest in str um entalist on stage , nauseam , as is my tenden cy with Deal are clearly professional party
astonishingly well. Page Commons could wrap his hand around a near- bands I likeAl' should acknowledge facilitators, and if you couldn't han g
turn ed into a disc oth equ e in the by mic rophone and beat box at the what so m e m ay hav e co n sidered with them, maybe that's okay. Until
heart of A msterdam , complete wi th drop of a hat, someti m es while still limitations of \the show. The light next Loudness, may your water guns
glow sticks and a seizure-inducing on p er cussion. Other than Shearer 's ex pert m ay have been tryin g to spray, may your T-shirts impress and
light show. The difference was that beat-boxing, the show was don e think like an iTunes visualization, may all your dance parties be live.
w e cou ld w atch the ban d (wh ich ex clusiv ely in strumentaliy, though an d th at may have turned you off or
co n sisted of the studl y Dan Kurtz the band has laid dow n t r acks with given you a headache by having too

CO Review
Mr. West wakes up
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Late Registration
Kanye West

you are so beautiful , to me (Hey
Mama)/Can't you see, you're like a
book of poetry, Maya Angelou ,
Nikki Giovanni/Turn one page and
there's my mommy."
On "Diamonds are Forever
remix," West teams up with CEO
of Roc-A-Fella records and
President of Def Jam records JayZ. On the song, Jay addresses his
issues with Dame Dash's departure
from Roc-A-Fella Records. He also
talks about Memphis Bleek, one of
Roc-A-Fella s oldest artists and the
one who has been the least successful commercially. The original version ofthe song features just West,
but in it he docs not address the
issue of Sierra Leone and diamonds. On the remix, his lyrics arc
much stronger and more relevant to
the issue: "Though it's thousands
iof miles away/Sierra Leone conto find a beat on this album that nect to what we go through
isn't catchy in some way. This is today/Over here it's a drug trade,
because West has more experience we die from drugs/Over there they
producing than rapping, which is die from what we buy from
evident by the amount of guest drugs/The diamonds, the chains,
appearances he has on the album. the bracelets, the charmscs,"
Look for appearances by Adam
While it has its strong points,
Levine from Maroon 5, Paul Wall, the album isn 't perfect. West's
Na s, John Legend, Jay-Z, The rhymes arc incredibly arrogant
Game, Common, Jamie Foxx and and certain songs feel like filler
Cam'ron. West also introduces new tracks. Also, the amount of samartists such as Consequence, pling that West does detracts fro m
Really Doe and Lupe Fiasco.
his work. Samp ling wns a big
West shines through most when thing when Puffy or P. Dicldy or
he is discussing his fnmily. On Diddy (I can never keep that
"Roses," West speaks of his grand- straight) was in, But with trackmother's trip to the emergency masters like Lil John , who proroom and his reaction i to the ser- duced Usher 's "Yeah," and Scott
vices: "You know the best medi- Storch, who did "Lean Buck", and
cine go to people Hint's paid/If "Cry mc a River," making good
Magic Johnson got a cure for music without sampling, West's
the
broke work seems unimaginative.
AIDS/And
nil
Although ' this album could bc
mu h T****** passed away/You
tellin ' me if my grandma's in the better, it 's not by much. "Lnto
NBA/Right now she'd be okay?" Registration" is one of tho main
The other song dedicated to his vehicles for Roc-a-folln Records
family is "Hoy Mama." His mother this season nnd its shows in the
raised West alone, as his father left quality of the work, Pick up this
when ho was very young, and this CD If you are into consistently
song is n moving und heartfelt trib- good bents, good flow nnd very
ute to Iter. West rhymes: "Can the catchy hooks.
choir please, gimme a verso of you,

The moment you
turn on this
album , there
should be one
thing you notice
immediatel y: the
beats are really
addictive.
¦
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i

¦

j R Nightly at 7:10 and 9:30;
1 also matinees Sat. and Sun. at
2:45
THE CONSTANT
GARDENER
R Nightly at 4:30, 7:00 and
9:25; also matinees Sat. and
Sun. at 2:00

1
I
|
1

ASYLUM
I
R Nightly at 5:15; also mati- I
. f nees Sat. and Sun. at 12:45 i
1
MARCH OF THE
1
PENGUINS
1 G Nightly at 5:30 and 7:20;
I also matinees Sat. and Sun. at

1
§
|
S

I
THE ARISTOCRATS
1
Unrated
(No
one
under
18
S
]
admitted)
Nightly
at
9:00;
also
1
j
matinees
i
|
Sat. and Sun. at 3:30
1
THE 2005 MANHATTAN 1
| SHORT FILM FESTIVAL 1
Unrated Matinees only Sat. and 1
' |
Sun. at Noon

Once upon at time at the Colby Gardens
almost 3/4 the size of my double.
H appily surp rised, I as k ed the

By JULIE WILSON
A&E EDITOR

By ANTONIO MENDEZ
In his freshman album, "The
College D'rOpout^Kanye Westtook
shots at people who viewed going to
college as the only way to become
successful. West's latest album,
"Late Registration," acknowledges
the merits of college and in the
album, West finally registers. But
don't think for one second that West
stops mocking the college process.
AH four of his skits are about a fraternity called "Broke Phi Broke,"
which only allows people who have
no money into their fraternity.
The moment you turn on this
album, there should be one thing
you notice immediately: the beats
are all really addictive. I have yet

iHere's What's Playing Fri. Sept §
I 16 through Thurs. Sept 22 i

By JOHN DEBRUCKIER

Once upon a time, in a land just .5
m iles away from Mayflower Hil , a
young college student en tering into
her sophomore year at Colby" College
stum bled in to a magical lan d n am ed
the Colby Gardens. It was a sweltering, 95 degree August afternoon and
she was thirsty. Then, as her feet
began to tire, she spied it; j u st off of
Western Avenue, nestled behind a
sma ll clu ste r of
woo dlan d trees ,
an d a l ov ely
bronze
statue
stood a large, redbricked building.
She was saved.
If you ignore
the fact that the
former convent is
located off the hill
and next to a
quaint one-story
house where many
of the nuns who
used to inhabit the
Gardens presently
reside, there's nothing too unusunl
about the Colby Gardens. Like any
other Colby residence hall , the C.G.
has a message board tacked up in its
hallways to greet visitors with Golden
Jade, Pad Thai and WHOP take-out
menus, a decent number of singles
nnd doubles, and a common room for
its residents ' lounging pleasure.
Then again, I had never spent a day
nt the plncc, so what did I know?
As I strolled down the first floor
hallways, I happened to bump into
two fellow sophomores, nnd quickly
seized the opportunity to steal a peak
into one of their singles. The boy's
room was quite large—-larger than nny
one of the singles in my Frat Row
hall , anyway. It had wide , square windows nnd rays of sunshine pouring in
from the outside. It was actually

Fall preview

Ducklin gs !
By JULIE WILS ON

A&E EDITOR ,
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'08—student about his experience at
the Gardens. "Well, there are always
bagels , juice and milk in the
kitchen...they're in ther e now if you
.wanf ,;A7he..
^
,
:.'th e^kitchen 'is.;i alVays ,wei).-s^ppiiecl
with all the usual condiments ' and
breakfast foods.
After engaging in a heated Q&A
session about life at the Gardens, I
began to get a good feel for this faraway land—and, hey, it
didn 't seem half-bad.
"There's an exercise
room with elliptical
machines. , .treadpretty
mills ^— it 's
the
girl
n ice,"
explained.
"But don 't you guys
ever feel...err...isolated?" I ask ed, trying to
put it as sweetly as I
well could.
"Well, yeah, I mean
especially since Colby
has this whole thing
about the on-campus
community,"; the girl replied , the smile
sliding from her face.
Feeling a bit guilty for leaving the
pair contemp lating their solitariness
of their living quarters, I thanked
them for their reflections , and continued on my journey towards the
"social area" ofthe Gardens: the student lounge and kitchen.
The C.G,lounge is a fairly spacious
room, equipped with snnck and drink
machines, Die tables, Scattergories, a
TV and couches galore. The facilities
were excellent , nnd the lounge
would've been n igreat place to hang
but—if everyone hadn 't evacuated the
building nnd headed to campus , to
share in morcspcinl activities.
Even nt 12 p.m.—-a time when people usually gather for /Saturday
brunch—there was no , one in the
When were you first faced with
the damage caused by homophobia?
For some individuals it was ns
young as their first yciirs at summer
camp-for others the horror came (it
nn even earlier , age 77 ' .;• ¦/ '..) ' .-' ¦¦¦; .,
This Stipt. 13 , li6 arict 17; Stridor;
Theater will fill vyliii , audiences/ '
itching to see "Ugly Ducklings ," a
drama that dep icts homophobia "»d.
harassment ut a7 girls ' summer
camp in Mliinc, A-77 yy y ' rf y iyy 'rf y
Written by playwright and leu- '
binn ". activist"' .Carolyn' Gage nnd '
directed by Cathy Plourtlo, "Ugly
Ducklings" reveals tho more horrific¦ . side ¦ of what goes '.tin ' dur ing .thd;
'.

". . " '¦;'., y,v ,.-V '\. r f i\ v;Y" ¦(,•»¦: •< "y;!',>.;

'
' ''
•;/" .; ¦; vr. tv '.-,•¦. y ' r fy ' ' ;rf\rfrfy.y.: r f r f \y r fy

equipped with elliptical machines

"Student Kitchen"-—not one person
making use ofthe refrigerator, oven or
microwave. To be perfectly honest,
standing
there—
alone in the full-sized
kitchen—visions of
the, ,j mystery77garne
Clue began popping
into my head.
"This is eerie," I
thought, scrambling
out of there and up
one of the abandoned
stairwells
towards the exercise room.
"Save me!" a former Feb. fresh
wailed , "I need tb
go to campus and just stay
therc.they shafted us first semester—they sent us off campus. I feel
like I live in an old peoples home."
When I commented on the nice facilities, the blonde explained that, yes, the
facilities were nice—but no one wants
to use them. No one wants to be this far
away from the center of campus life.
I had to agree. When I finally
stumbled into the C.G. gym, fully

and treadmills—there was no one in
sight. There was no one in the girls'
bathr oom, no one
in the halls. The
place was absolutely deserted; ,: '
A s I left t h e
Gardens, I realized
that it wasn't th e
dorm that was the
problem; everyone
would absolutely
make use of a fullsized kitchen, personal
exercise
room, and lounge
if it were on campus, bu t rather th e
"sucky" part ofthe Gardens'was how
isolated it was from student life—or
any life at all.
At the end of the day, I was happy
to return to Johnson, where I could
wake up 20 minutes before class, grab
breakfast and stroll into class with
five minutes to spare. To all those living there, you have a comfy sleep-spot
on my futon whenever you need a
more homey place to crash.

*-Save me! a fornier Fel>. fresh
wailed , "I need
to go to campus
and just stay
there...I feel like I
live in an old
people 's home. "
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DOTH PHOTOS HY MOLLY WAnnEN/TlirCOI .nY ECHO

The abandoned social quarters ofthe Colby Gardens.

adolescent days volj summer, The
play deals 'with everything from lesbian relations, to, bullying on the
basis of sexual orientation to the
struggle of how to grow up nmldis. tinatii ia|v>^iuf '-aol^.vi'ni ;pl.7oo6icky ;; thut |
nBist»;tti$ y^
'
A C^cybn^

Girls IlenUhy . Women' and Qrcnter
' Watervilfe/s,'. 7 Coi«^unJ tiej | : fjoiChildrqri , nnd<ypvithiaro ; flock ing 40.
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award-winning , director Fawn '
Yaeker, will follow and record the ;,
intimate details and realities of individuals who hove endured such subjugation illuminated in Gage's "Ugly
Ducklings," nnd will ultimate ly-bo: , "'1
submitted to HBO and several other ,
major networks for consideration. \ !
Tlie production hopes to inform the '
public of the reality flint is liomopho- ,
bin and to help shed some light and
truth on tho teenngo suicides that have
resulted from such bvitlyings,
Bo sure to atop by the Stridor 7
Theater this weekend; it is sure to bo A
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Terry Winters ' prints: graphing out art
the show is the series of prints
By STEVEN WEINBERG
"Turbulence Skins." This series
THAT EDITOR IN CHIEF
(actually a book in an of itself as it
combines text written 'by Ben
Marcus and is 42 pages long) is
There are two different
full of these scientific and graphic
ways to abstract something.
images illustrating the text, albeit
And by "two," I mean probloosely at best, but mainly looking
ably a billion. But, of these
beautiful. They have the
probable billion, about two
dynamism
of a sharp sine curve
pertain to the collection of
one might make on a graphing calprints b y contemporary
culator, but at the same time are
artist Terry Winters hangdevoid of any real mathematical
ing on the ground floor of
basis. Taking these two modes of
Colby 's Museum of Art.
abstraction, they use the visual
What makes these prints so
conventions used to illustrate the
remarkable is that they not
world,
for the nearly sole purpose
these
two
combine
y
onl
of
looking
engaging.
antithetical
techly
seeming
"Tokyo
Notes" series does
The
but
are
beautiful.
niques ,
although with a
much
ofthe
same,
the
first
way
To understand
far
greater
emphasis
oh the patto abstract, take what you are
terning
elements
of
the first
seeing, and then ignore exactly
they
method
of
abstraction.
Still,
that and craft an image. It
utilize
the
sort
of
duplication
and
sounds simple, but really it is
spiraling found in a division
incredibly difficult, even
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE COLBY COLLEGE MUSEUM OF ART
problem that results in a neverarguably impossible because Turbulence Skins, Title Page, 2004 Lithograph
ending and repeating series of
on some level what one creates on vellum, 14 x 11".
decimals like 1/3 or 1/11. They
is always an expression of subspeak tb the sort of fractaled patjective understanding of the
world. This is abstract expressionism Much of his work focuses on taking terns found in Jackson Pollack's work,
or doodling in class while you are sup- the language of scientific modeling, but devoid of Pollack's heavy impasto,
images that are reminiscent of plant . Winters' prints have a rich focus. .
posed to be listening to a professor.
All of the prints in this show are
The second surrounds us all of the diagrams or graphs, and then removtime. It is a functional and shorthand- ing them from functionality. He more than worth the short, or long,
ed expression ofthe world. It is taking appropriates their patterns, depth of and free trip to the Colby Art
what we see and then simplifying it field andj their rhythm to abstracted Museum. Pick up the show's catainto a schematic to be more read i ly images that show no pretense pf logue while walking in for a bit more
explan ation of the history beh in d the
understood. It is a flow-chart, a dia- showing what he is seeing.
His work reminds me of an exercise I work. It will make the trip more
gram, a caricature.
To combine the two of these tech- did in a high school art class composing worthwhile, and if the works still puzniques should be impossible.. One is music with the sole goal of making the zle you, grab one of the museum staff
predicated on the rejection of what is music sheet itself look aesthetically and barrage them with questions.
seen, the other the complete accep- engaging/The medium of sheet music, That's what they 're there for, anyway.
tance of this vision so it might be normally used as a means to an end,
(Terry Winters; Prints & Sequences
retooled for functional use. The world became the end itself. This same redefiwill be running in the .Colby College
is full of such contradictions and nition occurs in Winters' prints.
One ofthe most intriguing works in MuseumofArt through Nov.6.)
Winters' Work is just one of them.

]ani j -uog"' 4 07
By JOEROSE THARAKAN
STAFF WRITER *

At a time when most plays portray extremely controversial and
often far-too-serious issues at hand,
meet one of Colby's unusual talents. Jani Jung '07 is the quintessential, comedian, or so he feels
typecast, in no small measure due
tohis uncanny ability to amuse people both onstage and off. ,Though
hailing from "Vienna, Austria, Jani
has had absolutely no problem
entertaining American audiences
halfway across the world—it seems
they all speak his language once
he's up in the limelight.
His story starts not too long ago,
at the LPC United World College,
where he watched his juniors put on
an adaptation of "Trojan Women"
by Euripides for their IB in Theater
while he slogged away in an unsatisfying Economics course. He went
on to dramatize a Woody Allen original called "God (A Play)." "That
spurred me to make some new
choices." said Jung about his introduction to the dramatic world he
now inhabits quite comfortably.
Those new choices came in the
way of choosing a major when he
landed at Colby. Jung went twofold
and decided to do a double major in
Theater and International Studies.
"International Studies is my more
goal-oriented subject while Theater
gives me more hands on experience
and a lot of personal benefits."
His first big onstage production
at Colby was "Man of Mode"

directed by visit-;
ing artist Caroline ,
England in his first
year. "It was the
best first impres-'
sion of the depart- ment here. . The
show was full of
new energy and
color and design. I
played the part of
Sir *
Fopling
Flutter." ' He
explained how: the JaniJ
iQ7
play had a iarge
first year cast then and that it proved
to be a great way to meet people and
forge strong bonds. "We've been
progressing together [ever since]. A
lot of us went to London together."
He was referring to this past semester which he spent at the then-existing Colby London ' Theater
Program. He took courses in voice
and movement, professional acting
and generally "got down to the core
of what's important"in theater. "It's
a totally different experience to be
taught by people who are professionals-actors and directors before
they are professors. It's a different
look on everything that goes on in
the theater. Here at Colby, we get
trained by the academics; at
London, we got to see the professional side."
Reminiscing about the "mini-theaters" where there are only as many
members in the audience as there
are actors onstage, he marvels at the
emotion and power that can me conveyed through drama. His only
regret about the London program is

[WKA EISEN3ERG /THE CWBY ECHO
I

its discontinuation following the last
semester; "A lot of theater oriented
kids come to Colby targeting this
program, so it's a pity that it had to
be closed down."
If you want to see this actor in
action you should head down to
Strider on the weekend of Nov. 17
because that's when .the. curtain
goes up to an adaptation of "A
Servant to Two Masters." Directed
by visiting artist for Commedia
delPArte Julie Goell. the show
promises laughs and more. 'I
expect a lot of fun in terms of the
people I'm going to be working
with—some old, some new."
Jung plays the role of Florindo,
the son of one of the two masters.
To his surprise, he landed the role
ofthe "Inamorato" or "the romantic" rather than the more comic, so
this one's a first for him. But as
he's always ready for a challenge,
he assures us that he's going to put
his best foot forward and do what
he does best.

Portland String Quartet celebrates its last year "The Constant Gardener ": one of
By KRIS MIRANDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Let me begin by pointing out
that, in my opinion, when evaluating the performance of a
musical selection composed by
a party other than the performer(s), there is some difficulty in differentiating what is
particularly well-performed,
and what is simply well-written
and performed as it's "supposed" to be. That said, the
night of Sept. 10 marked the
beginning of Portland String
Quartet's last year with Colby
College. For 38 years, violinists
Stephen Kecskemethy and
DANA EISENOERG/THE COLBY ECHO
Ronald Lantz, violist Julia The audience enjoys the sounds ofthe Portland String Quartet..
Adams and cellist Paul Ross
have played together, and for 19
slight lack in polish in a few other
of those years they've been with Colby. pull off this sort of thing.
If those numbers aren't big enough for
All three of their pieces more or places. That said, it was still effecyou, the performance was in honor of less followed a fast-part-slow-part- tively done, and its second part
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's 250th fast-part formula, which leads me to sounded almost angry, which at the
birthday. "It's awfully hard to put togeth- wonder if such a pattern was strategic very least means the players are
er a quartet program without either a on the part of those long-dead com- putting a lot into their efforts.
The second piece, written in 1782
Hayden... or a Mozart" selection, noted posers—for those members of the
Ross. And so, they played three.
audience in danger of falling asleep for a quartet (the first was originally
Their selections covered the range through slow sections (as I saw in a written for piano and later
of various tempos and dynamics, and few parts ofthe chapel), to save some- rearranged), started with an almost
the quartet handled them very com- thing energetic for the close to keep playful tone, later slowing, then flowpetently, as is fitting of such an expe- them there since they know it's com- ing toward the end of its first part. The
rienced group. And not only did they ing? .It wakes you up, anyway (yes, next section was more sedate but
still energetic, with more consistent
play well, they played well as a unit. I'm guilty too...).
No single instrument was ever so
A few words on the individual pacing; at least one instrument was
loud that it drowned out any of the pieces, then. Their first, a two-part always "moving," as it were, and
others, and with little more than "Adagio und Fugue" from 1788, this rotation of melody was skillfulquick glances at the appropriate had a dramatic opening, but it was ly and smoothly executed. The third
times, the quartet showed off the very much a getting-in-the-flow section was its slowest, building to a
kind of good timing and coordination piece; there were some flat notes cello part I can only describe as
of multiple elements necessary to from the cello in particular, and wrathful; I liked this a lot, but the
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the year 's bes t murder

Their selections
covered the
range of various
tempos and
dynamics , and
the quartet handled them very
competently.

By MATT THOMAS
STAFFWRITER

Rating: 4."5*stars (duil of SJ y l

ending of the section seemed abrupt.
The piece ended on a more spirited
note, with the distinction of being
the only selection of the night with a
pizzicato (that is, plucked, if you
didn 't know but still cared) part.
Overall, in this piece the quartet had
plenty of dramatic silences that they
executed very precisely.
Of their final piece, nicknamed
"Dissonance," I have little to add that
wouldn't be redundant, but suffice to
say that it too was well-done, with
masterful control of contrasting
dynamics in the second part especially; this contrast became less striking
toward the end ofthe piece, however,
and one loud page turn broke the flow,
cutting into what would have been
another effective silent "breath."
All in all, if you're a fan of this sort
of thing, it was certainly a performance to bc appreciated. Minor flaws
arc to be expected at any live performance, and the Portland Quartet kept
them to a minimum. Even if Mozart
does almost put mc to sleep.
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There's something that's always
irked me about 99 percent of the
murder mystery/thriller movies that
come out these days—the person
whose murder becomes the basis
for the plot exists solely to be murdered and then avenged. Otherwise,
I could care less about the story or
the characters. That's not the case in
"The Constant Gardener"—from
the very beginning, this movie
injects its murder story with style
and purpose that lesser films would
eschew completely.
The film , helmed by Brazilian
director Fernando Meirelles ("City
of God"), adapts the novel of the
same title by John le Carre* (and no, I
haven't read it, so I can't make comparisons). Justin Quayle (Ralph
Fiennes) is a British diplomat in
Kenya whose activist wife Tessa
(Rachel Weisz) turns up murdered. It
appears to have been the work of
bandits, but Justin quickly starts to
find evidence of strange circumstances surrounding her death. He
discovers that she was on tlie verge
of exposing a massive conspiracy
involving a pharmaceutical corporation and its use of Kenyan civilians
as guinea pigs for drug testing.
The way in which "The Constant
Gardener" presents us with its story,
its characters and its plot is overwhelming and at times difficult to follow. While tlie conspiracy itself is
fairly straightforward, (lie way it's
presented is not—extended flashbacks drop in unexpectedly, and charfiist
acters that seem at
inconsequential later resurface in far '
more consequential scenes. Daunting
ns it may seem, however, tlie structure
ofthe film allows us to make connections and recognize the significance of
pivotal moments exactly ns Justin
himself docs. This is definitely n
movie where you'll only bc able to
assimilate every detail into n complete
picture at tlie very end, but its bold
storytelling on lo CamS's part to Uirow
audiences a 200-piece jigsaw puzzle
rather than a 25-pic'ce ono, and equally bold filmmaking on Meirelles' part
that puts this puzzle on-screen.
The most obvious element of this
slory that's going to stand out to people will bo its message about tho
unethical practices of pharmaceutical corporations. Undoubtedly, oudi-

myst er i es

ences will link this film to the Vioxx
controversy, but I can't really comment on that because I don't know
much other than what I've picked up
from cursory-'glances ,¦at GNN.cpm.
Besides, there's more than just political commentary underlying the
mystery of "The Constant
Gardener."
j
This film 's most compelling element is perhaps its love story. Justin
and Tessa seem to be polar opposifes—she's a passionate activist,
he's a passive politician, and their
work keeps them separated for the
most part. But when Tessa gets murdered, Justin begins getting closer to

From the very
beginning, this
mo^pe injects
its murder
stor y with style
and purpose
that lesser
films would
eschew completely.
her than when she was alive. We see
him developing an appreciation and
admiration for her work that he
never had earlier, and this drives his
desire to unearth the scandal that she
died trying to expose. It's a posthumous love story in that sense, as
Justin falls in love again with a
woman he barely knew in life, and it
may just bc more powerful that way.
Justin 's transformation is also wonderfully portrayed by Fiennes; this
cat really deserves far better roles
than playing Jennifer Lopez's love
interest in "Maid In Manhattan".
"The Constant Gardener" isn't
one .of the more accessible thrillers
to come out this year—if this film is
any indication, le Carre' is not the
sort of author whose novels are
intended for the same level of mainstream consumption as, say, Dan
Brown's novels. But with the novel
as groundwork, Meirelles has created one of the year's best films, a
flawless combination of suspense,
politics and romnnce that proves to
bo exciting in its own way, without
any notion or stunts. Though tlmt
does raise die question: Why docs
the movie's poster have Justin brandishing a handgun?

Terry Winters ' prints: graphing out art
the show is the series of prints
"Turbulence Skins." This series
THAT E DITOR IN CHIEF
(actually a book in an of itself as it
combines text written ' by Ben
Marcus and is 42 pages long) is
There are two different
full of these scientific and graphic
something.
ways to abstract
images illustrating the text, albeit
probAnd by "two," I mean
loosely
at best, but mainly looking
of
these
ably a billion. But ,
beautiful.
They
have the
probable billion, about two
dynamism
of
a
sharp
sine curve
pertain to the collection of
one
might
make
on
a
graphing
calprints by contemporary
culator,
but
at
the
same
time
are
artist Terry Winters hangdevoid
of
any
real
mathematical
ing on the ground floor of
basis. Taking these two modes of
Colby 's Museum of Art.
abstraction, they use the visual
What makes these prints so
conventions used to illustrate the
remarkable is that they not
world, for the nearly sole purpose
only combine these two
of looking engaging.
seemingly antithetical techThe "Tokyo Notes" series does
niques, but are beautiful.
much ofthe same, although with a
To understand the first way
far greater emphasis on ihe patto abstract, take what you are
terning
elements of the first
and
then
ignore
exactly
seeing,
method
of
abstraction. Still, they
image.
It
that and craft an
utilize
the
sort
of duplication and
but
really
it
is
sounds simple,
found
in a division
spiraling
even
incredibly difficult,
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE COLBY COLLEGE MUSEUM OF ART
problem
that
results
in a neverarguably impossible because Turbulence Skins, Title Page, 2004 Lithograph
ending
and
repeating
series of
on some level what one creates on vellum, 14 x 11" .
decimals
like
1/3
or
1/11.
They
is always an expression of subspeak
to
the
sort
of
fractaled
patjective understanding of the
world. This is abstract expressionism Much of his work focuses on taking terns found in Jackson Pollack's work,
or doodling in class while you are sup- the language of scientific modeling, but devoid of Pollack's heavy impasto,
images that are reminiscent of plant . Winters' prints have a rich focus.
posed to be listening to a professor.
All of the prints in this show are
The second surrounds us all of the diagrams or graphs, and then removtime, ft is a functional and shorthand- ing them from functionality. He more than worth the short, or long,
ed expression ofthe world. It is taking appropriates their patterns, depth of and free trip to the Colby Art
what we see and then simplifying it field and their rhythm to abstracted Museum. Pick up the show's catainto a schematic to be more readily images that show no pretense of logue while walking in for a bit more
explanation of the history behind the
understood. It is a flow-chart, a dia- showing what he is seeing.
work.
It will make the trip more
His
work
reminds
me
of
an
exercise
I
gram, a caricature.
and if the works still puzschool
art
class
composing
worthwhile,
did
in
a
high
To combine the two of these techgrab
one ofthe museum staff
zle
you,
music
with
the
sole
goal
of
making
the
niques should be impossible. One is
and
barrage
them with questions.
predicated on the rejection of what is music sheet itself look aesthetically
seen, the other the complete accep- engaging. The medium of sheet music, That's what they're there for, anyway.
tance of this vision so it might be normally used as a means to an end,
(Terry Winters; Prints & Sequences
retooled for functional use. The world became the end itself. This same redefiwill be running in the Colby College
is full of such contradictions and nition occurs in Winters' prints.
One of the most intriguing works in Museum of Art through Nov.6.)
Winters' work is just one of them.

Jam Jung '07

By STEVEN WEINBERG

By JOEROSETHARAKAN
STAFFWRITER *

At a time when most plays portray extremely controversial and
often far-too-serious issues at hand,
meet one of Colby's unusual talents. Jani Jung '07 is the quintessential • comedian, or so he feels
typecast, in no small measure due
to .his uncanny ability to amuse people both onstage and off. Though
hailing from Vienna, Austria, Jani
has had absolutely no problem
entertaining American audiences
halfway across the world—it seems
they all speak his language once
he's up in the limelight.
His story starts not too long ago,
at the LPC United World College,
where he watched his juniors put on
an adaptation of "Trojan Women"
by Euripides for their IB in Theater
while he slogged away in an unsatisfying Economics course. He went
on to dramatize a Woody Allen original called "God (A Play)." "That
spurred me to make some new
choices," said Jung about his introduction to the dramatic world he
now inhabits quite comfortably.
Those new choices came in the
way of choosing a major when he
landed at Colby. Jung went twofold
and decided to do a double major in
Theater and International Studies.
"International Studies is my more
goal-oriented subject while Theater
gives me more hands on experience
and a lot of personal benefits."
His first big onstage production
at Colby was "Man of Mode"

Portland String Quartet celebrates its last year
By KRIS MIRANDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Let me begin by pointing out
that, in my opinion, when evaluating the performance of a
musical selection composed by
a party other than the performers), there is some difficulty in differentiating what is
particularly well-performed ,
and what is simply well-written
and performed as it's "supposed" to be. That said, the
night of Sept. 10 marked the
beginning of Portland String
Quartet's last year with Colby
College. For 38 years, violinists
Stephen Kecskemethy and
DANA EISENDERO/THE COLBY ECHO
Ronald Lantz, violist Julia The audience enjoys the sounds ofthePortland String Quartet. .
Adams and cellist Paul Ross
have played together, and for 19
slight lack in polish in a few other
of those years they've been with Colby. pull off this sort of thing.
All three of their pieces more or places. That said , it was still effecIf those numbers aren't big enough for
you, the performance was in honor of less followed a fast-part-slow-part- tively done, and its second part
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's 250th fast-part formula, which leads me to sounded almost angry, which at the
birthday. "It's awfully hard to put togeth- wonder if such a pattern was strategic very least means the players are
er a quartet program without cither a on the part of those long-dead com- putting a lot into their efforts.
The second piece, written in 1782
Hayden... or a Mozart" selection, noted posers—for those members of the
tet (the first was originally
audience in danger of falling asleep for a quar
Ross. And so, they played three.
Their selections covered the range through slow sections (as I saw in a written for piano and later
of various tempos and dynamics, and few parts ofthe chapel), to save some- rearranged), started with an almost
the quartet handled them very com- thing energetic for the close to keep playful tone, later slowing,then flowpetently, as is fitting of such an expe- them there since they know it's com- ing toward the end of its first part. The
rienced group. And not only did they ing? It wakes you up, anyway (yes, next sect ion was more sed at e b ut
still energetic, with more consistent
play well, they played well as a unit. I' m guilty too...).
A few words on the individual pacing; at least one instrument was
No single instrument was ever so
loud that it drowned out any of the pieces, then. Their first , a two-part always "moving ," as it were, and
others, and with little more than "Adagio und Fugue " from 17 88, this rotation of melody was skillfulquick glances at the appropriate had a dramatic opening, but it wns ly and smoothly executed. The third
times, the quartet showed off the very mu ch a gctting-in-thc-flow section was its slowest, building to a
kind of good timing and coordination piece; there were some flat notes cello part I can only describe as
of multiple elements necessary to from the cello in particular , and wrathful; I liked this a lot, but the

Their selections
covered the
range of various
tempos and
dynamics, and
the quartet handled them very
competently.
ending ofthe section seemed abrupt.
The piece ended on a more spirited
note, with the distinction of being
the only selection ofthe night with a
pizzicato (that is, plucked, if you
didn 't know but still cared) part.
Overall , in this piece the quartet had
plenty of dramatic silences that they
executed very precisely.
Of their final piece, nicknamed
"Dissonance," I have little to add that
wouldn 't be redundant , but suffice to
say that it too was well-done, with
masterful control of contrasting
dynamics in the second part especially; this contrast became less striking
toward the end ofthe piece, however,
and one loud page turn broke the flow,
cutting into what would have been
another effective silent "breath."
All in all , if you're a fan of this sort
of thing, it was certainly a performance to be appreciated. Minor flaws
are to bc expected at any live performance, and the Portland Quartet kept
them to a minimum. Even if Mozart
does almost put mc to sleep.
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directed by visiting artist Caroline
England in his first
year. "It was the
best first impres-sion of the department here. The
show was ful l of
new energy and
color and design. I
played the part of
Sir
Fopling
Flutter."
He
DANA BSENBERG/THE COLBY ECHO
explained how the
J a n i J m gm
play had a large
first year cast then and that it proved its discontinuation followingthe last
to be a great way to meet people and semester; "A lot of theater oriented
forge strong bonds. "We've been kids come to Colby targeting this
progressing together [ever since]. A program, so it's a pity that it had to
lot of us went to London together." be closed down."
He was referring to this past semesIf you want to see this actor in
ter which he spent at the then-exist- action you should head down to
ing Colby London Theater Strider on the weekend of Nov. 17
Program. He took courses in voice because that's when the curtain
and movement, professional acting goes up to an adaptation of "A
and generally "got down to the core Servant to Two Masters." Directed
of what's important" in theater. "It's by visiting artist for Commedia
a totally different experience to be dell'Arte Julie Goell, the show
taught by people who are profes- promises laughs and more. "I
sionals-actors and directors before expect a lot of fun in terms of the
they are professors. It's a different people I'm going to be working
look on everything that goes on in with—some old, some new."
the theater. Here at Colby, we get
Jung plays the role of Florindo,
trained by the academics; at the son of one of the two masters.
London, we got to see the profes- To his surprise, he landed the role
sional side."
of the "Inamorato" or "the romanReminiscing about the "mini-the- tic" rather than the more comic, so
aters" where there are only as many this one's a first for him. But as
members in the audience as there he's always ready for a challenge,
are actors onstage, he marvels at the he assures us that he's going to put
emotion and power that can me con- his best foot forward and do what
veyed through drama. His only he does best.
regret about the London program is

" The

Cons t an t Gardener " : one of
t he year ' s bes t murder mysteries
By MATT THOMAS
STAFF WRITER

Rating: 4.5 stars (out of 5)
There's something that's always
irked me about 99 percent of the
murder mystery/thriller movies that
come out these days—the person
whose murder becomes the basis
for the plot exists solely to be murdered and then avenged. Otherwise,
I could care less about the story or
the characters. That 's not the case in
"The Constant Gardener"—from
the very beginning, this movie
injects its murder story with style
and purpose that lesser films would
eschew completely.
The film , hel med by Brazilian
director Fernando Meirelles ("City
of God"), adapts the novel of the
same title by Joh n le Carre' (and no, I
haven't read it, so Ican't make comparisons). Justin Quayle (Ral ph
Fiennes) is a British diplomat in
Kenya whose activist wife Tessa
(Rachel Weisz) turns up murdered. It
appears to have been the work of
bandits, but Justin quickly starts to
find evidence of strange circumst ances surrounding her death, He
discovers that she was on the verge
of exp osing a massive conspiracy
involving a pharmaceutical corporation and its use of Kenyan civilians
as guinea pigs for drug testing.
The way in which "The Constant
Gardener" presents us with its story,
its characters and its plot is overwhelming and at times difficult to follow. While the conspiracy itself is
fairly straight forward, the way it's
presented is not—extended flashbacks drop in unexpectedly, and characters
that
seem
nt
first
inconsequential later resurface in far
more consequential scenes. Daunting
as it may seem, however, the structure
ofthe film allows us to make connections and recognize the significance of
pivotal moments exactly as Justin
himself docs. This is definitely a
movie where you'll only bc able to
assimilate every detail into a complete
p icture at the very end, but its bold
storytelling on le Cane's part to throw
audiences a 200-piccc jigsaw puzzle
rather than n 25-picce one, and equally bold filmmnking on Meirelles' part
that puts this puzzle on-screen.
The most obvious element of this
story that 's going to stand out to people will be its message nbout the
unethical practices of plinrmnccutical corporations. Undoubtedly, audi-

ences will link this film to the Vioxx
controversy, but I can't really comment on that because I don't know
much other than what I've picked up
from cursory glances at CNN.com.
Besides, there's more than just political commentary underlying the
mystery
of
"The
Constant
Gardener."
This film 's most compelling element is perhaps its love story. Justin
and Tessa seem to be polar opposites—she's a passionate activist,
he's a passive politician, and their
work keeps them separated for the
most part. But when Tessa gets murdered, Justin begins getting closer to

From the very
beginning, this
moyj e injects
its murder
story with style
and purpose
that lesser
films would
eschew completely.
her than when she was alive. We see
him developing an appreciation and
admiration for her work that he
never had earlier, and this d rives his
desire to unearth the scandal that she
died trying to expose. It's a posthumous love story in that sense, as
Justin falls in love again with a
woman he barely knew in life, and it
may just bc more powerful that way.
Just in's transformation is also wonderfully portrayed by Fiennes; this
cat really deserves far better roles
than playing Jennifer Lopez's love
interest in "Mnid In Manhattan ".
"Tlie Constant Gardener " isn't
one of the more accessible thrillers
to come out this year—if this film is
any indication , Ic Carre" is not the
sort of author whose novels are
intended for the same level of mainstream consumption as , say, Dan
Brown 's novels. But with the novel
as groundwork, Meirelles has created one of the year 's best films, a
flawless combination of suspense,
polities nnd romance thnt proves to
be exciting in its own way, without
any action or stunts. Though that
docs raise the question: Why docs
the movie's poster have Justin brandishing a handgun?

Colby jumps 11 spots in NCSA power ranking

Mules f i eld hocke y opens w it h t ough loss t o Tuf t s

By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO

Despite strong defense, the Mules were unable to put the hall in the net and hold off the Jumbos, who took a 3-0
win in the season opener.

By DAN SCHUPACK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Colby field hockey team
opened their season on Saturday with
a tough loss to New England Small
College Athletic Conference foe Tufts
University. The two teams fought the
first five minutes ofthe game evenly
for possession ofthe ball; it took eight
minutes for either team to get a legitimate scoring opportunity, but the
Jumbos took advantage of their first
scoring chance. First-year forward
Tess Jasinski put Ihe ball in the net off
of an assist from Stacey Watkins '07
on a penalty corner.
The rest of the first half saw the
ball go back and forth on both ends,
with both teams putting pressure on
the net. The Jumbos had severa l other
corner balls and breaks towards the
net but were thwarted by goalkeeper
Molly Rice'07 and defenders Sara
Manoli '07, Captain Emily Tull '06
and Captain Kyla Wagman '07 , who
shut the Jumbos out for the remainder
of the half. Wagman also led the

defense. Duffy-Cabana finished the
game with five saves, many of which
were great scoring chances for the
Mules.
Despite the loss, Head Coach Amy
Bernatchez is pleased with how the
team is develop ing. "I am really
impressed with the skills and fitness
of the girls, and they are developing
well as a team. It will take some time
for tlie team to come together on the
field but we are working in the right
direction ," she said. The Mules' next
game will be against NESCAC rival
Bowdoin College. Bernatchez knows
that this will be another tough battle
for the Mules but has confidence in
the team. "I know that after having
lost two times to us last year Bowdoin
will be very excited to play us on their
home field , but I have confidence in
our team. The girls will carry the confidence from the two wins over
Bowdoin last year into the game and
will be ready to come out and play
hard ," Bernatchez said. The Mules
will look to extend their winning
streak against the Polar Bears on
Saturday at 11:30 a.m.

Mules offensively with five shots in
the game. Tlie Mules had several corners and good shots on net , but the
Tufts defense rema ined strong and
kept the ball out of the back of their
net. Goalkeeper Marilyn DuffyCabana made severa l big saves for the
Jumbos to maintain the shutout in the
first half.
For most of the second half , the
Jumbos possessed the ball and kept it
away from the Mules offense. They
had many scoring chances, but the
Mules defense held slrona for much
ofthe half. Rice continued to keep the
ball in front of her and finished the
game
with
seven
saves.
Unfortunately , the continuous possession of the ball and pressure on the
Mules defense put on by the Jumbos
midfielders and forwards was too
much for ' the Mules defense. With
nine minutes remaining in the game ,
the Jumbos opened their lead to 2-0
with another goal by Jasinski off an
assist from senior midfielder Lea
Napolitano. The Mules battled out
until the end of the game but were
unable to put the ball past the Tu fts
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to take the field and dominate the
truly offensive Kansas City Chiefs.
It's about the 1:07 and my
WHOP arrives. Its partly my complete breakfast today. Well, it's actually more like all of my breakfast.
My small grilled chicken pizza is
slightly undercooked; perhaps they
sensed the urgency in my voice
when I ordered it. It's' okay. I have
got to move on and stay focused. I
have a lot of flipping to do. I finish
my WHOP and the Jets are already
down 0-7. This is bad.
A quick check on the Red Sox:

,'
1
^ ^ ^•' \^y ^^ ^r\ ^^r

Scoreless with two outs in the bottom of the first I'll stick around
and see Wakefield close out the
inning. Good, a popup to right field,
Giambi really looked fooled on the
knuckle ball. At this point the
WHOP begins to settle in; things
get hazy. Did that ball clear*the
fence? Is Giambi running the bases
as some sort of demonstration that
steroid addicts can still walk? This
is truly a moving moment.
Suddenly I catch a cool draft
from the open window. I begin to
wake slightly, if only for a moment,
from my post-WHOP coma. I
remember that Giambi would only
run for three reasons: he is being

As both the men's and women's
rugby teams have matches this weekend, they have been training, running,
tackling and throwing hard for these
matches.
The women 's team practices on
Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays
from 4 to 6 in the afternoon. Practices
are held at what the forward's Captain
Lauren Erickson '06 calls "the
swamp," which is down the hill from

the Foss parking lot. The returning
players started practicing early last
week for the upcoming Beantown
Tournament at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst on the Sept.
17 and 18. The new players started
practicing last Friday, and both
Erickson and the back's Captain, Nani
Philli ps '06, said, "We were very
excited by the large turnout as well as
the potential talent." The returning
seniors to the "forward pack" are Jen
Coliflores, Caitlin Peale, Brittany
Hamblin , Beth Foxwell and Sarah
Belden. The back line is also strong
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chased by the DEA; he sees an Arm
& Hammer Ultramax Deodorant
delivery truck; or he hits a home
run. Then I remember that I could
piss over the right field fence at
Yankee stadium while standing in
the batters box. The realization of
his home rim sends me into convulsions. I slip back into the WHOP
coma.
My roommate wakes me up upon
his return from the library. It is now
6:56. The Sox, Jets, and now Andre
have all lost. The Giants won,
which is good. More importantly,
however, I have discovered it
should be illegal to eat WHOP and
operate heavy machinery.

Rugby busily prac ticing at " t he swamp " while preparing for
Bates match and Beantown Tournament this weekend
STAFF WRITER
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Continued From Page 10

By WALTER CAMPBELL
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ly new and not yet taken seriously by
many institutions, it is important in
that it combines academic and athletic
excellence into one score. Zalot said,
"I think it says what many of us knew
all along, which is that Colby is an
outstanding academic institution and
we have a pretty outstanding athletic
program as well. Much of the credit
for this goes to the students who participate, learn the finer points of their
respective sports and compete at a
high level and also to the coaches that
teach them the fundamentals, the techniques and the strategies. When you
have good coaches and good athletes,
good things tend to happen."
Colby also fared well against all
284 ranked schools, regardless of size.
Duke University, Stanford University,
Harvard
Princeton
University,
University, the University of Notre
Dame, Northwestern University and
Dartmouth College were the only
schools that managed to sneak in past
Colby, which ranked 18. Williams and
Amherst managed to maintain their
first and second places spots.
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Although Colby may have fallen a
notch in the U.S. News and World
Report college ranking, the National
Collegiate Scouting Association's
2005 Collegiate Power Ranking of
Colby is nothing but impressive. The
rankings, which were released in
August, placed the Mules at 11th
among all Division III schools and
18th amongst all divisions. Colby
made a huge jump from 22nd place in
2004 amongst all Division III schools
and from 54th place amongst all divisions. This is the second year that the
rankings have been published.
Athletic Director Marcella Zalot
said, "I do not think many schools put
a lot of stock in these types of rankings. That said, it is positive to be
acknowledged and to improve so dramatically from one year to the next."
The rankings are calculated for all
NCAA schools in each division by
averaging the U.S. News ranking, the
U.S. Sports Academy Director 's Cup
(NACDA) rank and the student-ath-

lete graduation rate of each school.
Colby finished 19th in the U.S. News
ranking, which measures academic
excellence of institutions, while finishing 34th in the Division III
NACDA ranking, which evaluates the
strength of NCAA athletic programs.
In the 2003-2004 season, Colby finished in 88th place in the NACDA
rankings. Colby ranked 13th in
Division III student-athlete graduation
rates.
These rankings are then calculated
to give each school a power ranking
score, with lower scores being better.
Colby's score was 28.67, and while
ten of the eleven New England Small
College Athletic Conference schools
were in the top 17, Colby came in
ahead of Bates College, Wesleyan
University, Tufts University, Trinity
College and Hamilton College, as
well as Connecticut College, which
did not finish in the top 17. Williams
College, Amherst College and
Middlebury College swept the first
through third spots while Bowdoin
College took fifth.
While the ranking may be relative-

Family has been
serving the Greater
®
Waterville Area with
fresh, individually
prepared, MSG-Frcc
food since 1999.
Come and enjoy our
unique Thai cuisine
and Japanese dishes.
Dine in or Take out.
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Pad Thai Too
400 Kennedy Memorial Drive.
Waterville
859-8900
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with many returning seniors including
Kendra King, Alanna Balboni , Katie
Ryckman and Samantha Chun.
The women's team has a match
against Bates College on Sept. 24 at 1
p.m. and their first October match is
on the 2 against the University of New
Hampshire at 1 p.m. During October
they will face the University of Maine
at Orono, University of Maine at
Farmington, Bowdoin College and
will have their playoffs on the 29.
The men's team started practice last
Tuesday. They practice every
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday at 4
p.m. at "the swamp."
Eric Brockmeyer '06, the forward 's Captain , said that they "lost a
lot of players from last year 's starting
squad." He said that they will be
working hard to fill the missing positions before their first match, which
is against Bates on Sept. 17. Both
Spencer Koury '06 an d Max Ni g rosh
'06 were studying abroad last year
and their return will help build the
team back up. The back's Captain ,
John Whcelock '06, said Nigrosh and
Koury "nre two very talented players
and will have a significant field presence." In add i t ion , Whcel ock sai d
that they had "a very good rookie
turnout that I nm very excited about
and believe that many of them will be
able to contribute right away to our
team." Because of the good turnout
of new players , the team size is now
at about 30.
Last year the men 's team beat Bates
24-5; Brockmeyer said, "Bates is traditionally a very dirty team who play
choppy ru gby nt a low skill level, We
should he more fit and more skilled
than Bntcs, who may have n siz e
advanta ge."
Brockmey er sni d, in regnrds to the
whole season , "We shoul d have another dominating season in which wc
shoul d bc undefeated. Wc expect
nothing less than perfection."
Whcclock' s goals for the season were
more specific. "Wc hope to go undefeated in the regular season nnd enter
the playoffs as a number one seed and
reach the New England Tournament nt
Middlebury. Although we have lost
several great players , wc arc confident
in our ability to dominate games ns in
the past."

^

Mules field hockey opens with tough loss to Tufts

NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO

Despite strong defense, the Mules were unable to put the ball in the net and hold off the Jumbos, whotook a 3-0
win in the season opener.
By DAN SCHUPACK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Colby field hockey team
opened their season on Saturday with
a tough loss to New England Small
College Athletic Conference foe Tufts
University. The two teams fought the
first five minutes of the game evenly
for possession ofthe ball; it took eig ht
m inutes for either team to get a legiti m ate scori n g opportunity, but the
Jumbos took advantage of their first
scoring chance. First-year forward
Tess Jasinski put the ball in the net off
of an assist from Stacey Watkins '07
on a pen alty comer.
The rest of the first half saw the
ball go back and forth on both ends,
with' both teams putting pressure on
the net. The Jumbos had several other
comer balls and breaks towards the
net but were thwarted by goalkeeper
Molly R ice'07 and defenders Sara
Manoli '07, Capta i n E mily Tull '06
and Captain Ky la Wagman '07, who
shut the Ju mbos ou t for the re m ainde r
of the half. Wagman also led the

Mules offensively with five shots- in
the game. The Mules had several corn ers and good shots on n et , but the
Tufts defense remained strong and
kept the ball out of the back of their
net. Goalkeeper Marilyn DuffyCabana made seve r al big saves for the
Jumbos to maintain the shutout in the
first half.
For most of the second half, the
Jumbos possessed the ball and kept it
away from the Mules offense. Th ey
had many scoring chances , but the
Mules defense held strong for much
ofthe half. Rice continued to keep the
ball in front of her and finished the

seven
saves.
game
with
Unfortunately , the continuo us possession of the ball and p ressure on the
Mules defense put on by the Jumbos
midfielders and forward s was too
m uch for ' the Mules defense. With
nine minutes remaining in the game,
the Jumbos opened their lead to 2-0
with anothe r goal by Jasinski off an
assist fro m senior midfielder Lea
Napolitano. The Mules battled out
until the end of the game but were
unable to put the ball past the Tufts

defen se. Duffy-Cabana finished the
ga m e with five saves, many of which
were great scoring chan ces for the

Mules.
Despite the loss, Head Coach Amy
Bern atchez is pleased with how the
tea m is developing. "I am really
impressed with the skills and fitness
of the girls , and th ey are developing
well as a team. It will take some time
for th e team to com e togeth er on the
field b u t we are working in the right
direction ," she said. The Mules' next
game will be agai n st N E SCAC rival
Bowdoin College. Bernatchez knows
that this will be an oth er tough battle
for the Mules but has confidence in
the team. "I kn ow that after hav ing
lost two times to us last y ear Bowdoin
will be very excited to p lay us on their
hom e field , but I h ave confide nce in
our team. The girls will carry the confidence from the two wins over
Bowdoin last year into the game and
will be ready to come out and play
hard ," Bernatchez said. The Mules
will look to ex ten d their winn ing
streak against the Polar B ears on
Saturday at 11:30 a.m.
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. Continued From Page 10
to take the field and dominate the
truly offensive Kansas City Chiefs.
It's about the 1:07 - and my
WHOP, arrives. Its partly my complete breakfast today. Well, it's actually more like all of my breakfast.
My small grilled chicken pizza is
slightly undercooked; perhaps they
sensed the urgency in my voice
when I ordered it. It's" okay. I have
got to move on and stay focused. I
have a lot of flipping to do. I finish
my WHOP and the Jets are already
down 0-7. This is bad.
A quick check on the Red Sox:

Scoreless with two outs in the bottom of the first. I'll stick around
and see Wakefield close but the
inning. Good, a popup to right field,
Giambi really looked fooled on the
knuckle ball. At this point the
WHOP begins to settle in; things
get hazy. Did that ball clear«>the
fence? Is Giambi running the bases
as some sort of demonstration that
steroid addicts can still walk? This
is truly a moving moment.
Suddenly I catch a cool draft
from the open window. I begin to
wake slightly, if only for a moment,
from my post-WHOP coma. - I
remember that Giambi would only
run for three reasons: he, is being

the Foss parking lot. The returning with many returning seniors including
players started practicing early last Kendra King, Alanna Balboni, Katie
week for the upcoming Beantown Ryckman and Samantha Chun.
The women's team has a match
Tournament at the University of
As both the men's and women's Massachusetts at Amherst on the Sept. against Bates College on Sept. 24 at 1
rugby teams have matches this -week- 17 and 18. The new players started p.m. and their first October match is
end, they have been training, running, practicing last Friday, and both on the 2 against the University of New
tackling and throwing hard for these Erickson and the back's Captain, Nani Hampshire at 1 p.m. During October
Phillips '06, said, "We were very they will face the University of Maine
matches.
The women's team practices on excited by the large turnout as well as at Orono, University of Maine at
Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays the potential talent." The returning Farmington, Bowdoin College and
from 4 to 6 in the afternoon. Practices seniors to the "forward pack" are Jen will have their playoffs on the 29.
The men's team started practice last
are held at what the forward's Captain Colifiores, Caitlin Peale, Brittany
Lauren Erickson '06 calls "the Hamblin, Beth Foxwell and Sarah Tuesday. They practice every
swamp," which is down the hill from Belden. The back line is also strong Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday at 4
p.m. at "the swamp."
Eric Brockmeyer '06, the forward's Captain, said that they "lost a
lot of players from last year's starting
squad." He said that they will be
working hard to fill the missing positions before their first match, which
is against Bates on Sept. 17. Both
Spencer Koury '06 and Max Nigrosh
'06 were studying abroad last year
and their return will help build the
team back up. The back's Captain,
John Wheelock '06, said Nigrosh and
Koury "are two very talented players
and will have a significant field presence." In addition , Whcelock said
Family has been
that they had "a very good rookie
serving the Greater
turnout that I am very excited about
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advantage."
Brockmeyer said, in regards to the
whole season, "Wo should have anothPad Thai Too
er dominating season in which wc
should be undefeated. We expect
400 Kennedy Memorial Drive.
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more specific, "Wo hope to go undefeated in the regular season and enter
the
playoffs as a number one seed and
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chased by the DEA; he sees an Arm& Hammer Ultramax Deodoriant
delivery truck; or, he hits a home
run. Then I remember that I could
piss over the right field fence at
.Yankee stadium while standing in
the batters box. The realization of
his home run sends me into convulsions. I slip back into the,WHOP
' .7
coma. ,
My roommatewakes me up upon
his return from the library. It is now
6:56. The Sox, Jets, and now Andre
have all lost. The Giants won,
which is good. More importantly,
however, I have discovered' it
should be illegal to eat WHOP and
operate heavy machinery.

Rugby busily practicing at "tbe swamp while preparingfor
Bates match and Beantown Tournament this weekend
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ly new and not yet taken seriously by
many institutions, it is important in
that it combines academic and athletic
excellence into one score. Zalot said,
"I think it says what many of us knew
all along, which is that Colby is an
outstanding academic institution and
we have a pretty outstanding athletic
program as well. Much of the credit
for this goes to the students who participate, learn the finer points of their
respective sports and compete at a
high level an d also to the coaches th at
teach them the fundamentals, the techniques and the strategies. When you
have good coaches and good athletes,
good things tend to happen."
Colby also fared well against all
284 ranked schools, regardless of size.
Duke University, Stanford University,
Princeton University, Harvard
University, the University of. Notre
Dame, Northwestern University and
Dartmouth College were the only
schools that managed to sneak in past
Colby, which ranked 18. Williams and
Amherst managed to maintain their
first and second places spots.

RUSSEM:Warning:BonoteatWHOPandoperateheavymachineiy
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lete graduation rate of each school.
Colby finished 19th in the U.S. News
SPORTS EDITOR
ranking, which measures academic
Although Colby may have fallen a excellence of institutions, while finnotch in the U.S. News and World ishi n g 34th in the Division III
Report college ranking, the National NACDA ranking, which evaluates the
Collegiate Scouting Association's strength of NCAA athletic programs.
2005 Collegiate Power Ranking of In the 2003-2004 season, Colby finColby is nothing but impressive. The ished in 88th place in the NACDA
rankings, which were released in rankings. Colby ranked 13th in
August, placed the Mules at 11th Division Ill.student-athlete graduation
among all Division III schools and rates.
These rankings are then calculated
18th amongst all divisions. Colby
to
give each school a power ranking
made a huge jump from 22nd place in
score,
with lower scores being better.
2004 amongst all Division III schools
and from 54th place amongst all divi- Colby's score was 28.67, and while
sions. This is the second year that the ten of the eleven New England Small
College Athletic Conference schools
rankings have been published.
Athletic Director Marcella Zalot were in the top 17, Colby came in
said, "1 do not think inany schools put ahead of Bates College, Wesleyan
a lot of stock in these types of rank- University, Tufts University, Trinity
ings. That said, it is positive to be College and Hamilton College, as
acknowledged and to improve so dra- well as Connecticut College, which
matically from one year to the next." did not finish in the top 17. Williams
. The rankings are calculated for all College, Amherst College and
NCAA schools in each division by Middlebury College swept the first
averaging the U.S. News ranking, the through third spots while Bowdoin
U.S. Sports Academy Director's Cup College took fifth.
While the ranking may be relative(NACDA) rank and the student-athBy ALEXA LINDAUER

By WALTER CAMPBELL
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Colbyjumps 11 spots in NCSA power ranking

Men 's soccer unable to take advantage of
scor ing opp ortun ities; f allsto Jumbos, 1-0
By JEFFREY ALDEN
STAFF WRITER

Despite solid play the Colby men 's
soccer team was defeated by Tufts
University by a margin of 1-0 last
Saturday at home. After a scoreless
first half, Tufts sophomore midfielder,
Bob Kastoff, was able to put a shoulder high shot past Mules goalkeeper
Josh Kahane '07. One goal was
enough to give the Jumbos the win in
the New England Small College
•
Athletic Conference opener.
The match featured a defensive

standoff; neither team was able to put
many shots on goal. "Josh Kahane
played well ," stated Head Coach Mark
Serdjenian; Kahane gave up one goal,

recording five saves on 11 Jumbo
shots. Dan Kiernan 's '07 contribution
at back was solid , forcing turnovers
and preventing quality shots. Captain
Bobby Abendroth '06 was pleased
with Kiernan 's role. "For his first time
ever playing in the backfield Dan
Kiernan

is doing

a good job."
Abendroth continued, "He is confi-

dent on the ball and provides us with

size and composure in the back.".:
The one Tufts, goal came at 8:15

into the second half of the game.
Kastoff was able to break free after
receiving a ball from junior striker
Mattia Chason of Rome, Italy.
Kastoff streaked down the left wing,

receiving the ball on the other side of
the

Mules- defense and beating

Kahane to the right side, of the net.
Offensively, the Mules were frustrated all game long by the Jumbos'
defensive swagger. "Our failure to

score was a lack of opportunities:
there were very few shots in the
game," Abendroth said. Colby managed just seven shots on net in 90
minutes. Tufts first-year Brian

"Dm

Duhnovits made six saves, earning a
shut-out in his college debut. "Tufts
was well organized defensively, yet
we did create those two or three gold-

en opportunities that you need to

win...we did not put them in,"
Serdjenian said.
Despite the loss, Serdjenian was
pleased with the team's play. "I
thought the team played hard. The
team played with pride." The Mules
have several talented, scorers that did

not find opportunities to show their
skills. "Like the past three years, our
biggest obstacle is in trying to put the

ball in the back of the net. We have
some talent, all we need is for everything to click and score some points,"
Abendroth said.
Part of the goal-scoring formula
will have to include first-year Logan
King, who got the start at forward'
Other first-years contributing were

Thomas Milaschewski and Matthew

Shatkin. "Shatkin and Milaschewski
in the back stepped up nicely when
they got the call," Serdjenian said.
"It 's not easy getting put into that
first game."

The Mules will next take on

Husson College of Bangor. Colby has
not matched up against Husson since
the 2003 season. Husson players to

watch will be seniors Shane Coffin up

front and Mike Hoffman defensively.
Saturday's match will feature in-

state conference

rival Bowdoin

College in Brunswick. The Polar
Bears wort last year 's contest by a
score of 2-1 and finished last year
with a 5-3-1 conference record.
Bowdoin won their first game 1-0 at
Bates College on Saturday. New

Bowdoin Coach Fran O'Leary hopes

NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO

den '07 takes the ball towards the Tufts goal. Despite several opportunities to score, the
Forward ChrisMacFay

to establish himself within the tradition ofthe successful program.

Mules were unable to put the ball in the net.

Patriots-Raiders, Texas-Ohio State , Redskins-Bears
undefeated iri a successful -we ekend of gambling
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my viewing station. This attempt

started smoothly as the low guest

DYNASTY SIGNS

By JUSTIN ANSEL
i

I have an addiction. But my addic-

tion is not drugs , alcohol or nicotine.

It is sports, and no matter how hard I
try, I cannot escape them;iAs a result,
I recently decided instead to combine it with another supposed addiction:
gambling.
My previous
sports-gambling experience was limited to several NCAA basketball
tournament pools and some fantasy
football. Still , I always wondered
whether placing a wager on sports
made watching it more exciting. This
past weekend I got my answer,
I made three friendly wagers on
early season football games, the
first on the NFL' s opening game
between the Patriots and Raiders . I
took the hometown Patriots (my
apologies for another Echo writer
with Boston sports loyalties) while
my counterpart took the Raiders. As
the game began ,' I was extremely
confident with my bet. However,
my exuberance quickly dissolved

numbers allowed me a prime view of
the game on a big screen television.
However, as the night went On , it
became harder and harder to watch as
overflow from the kitchen/dance
floor gravitated towards the TV. My

view of the game was slowly being
replaced by serious hi pp ie dancing to
"Rock' the Casbah" (another column
altogether). Thus, I was forced to

make an executive decision to take a
walk around the party. (Also another
column.) 1later returned to the TV to
find severa l apparent Texas natives or
inebriated students , rejoicing as the

Longhorns sealed the victory on a

safety. Final Score: Texas 25, Ohio
State 22. ME: 2-0. A win that was
supposed to be the end of my sports
betting experiment.
Instead , it continued. For some
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unmistakable rea- A Bears -Redskins

decided to
place yet
"ieidf y
wa g er
?h*cag ;
native on
S /JT.
Redskins
Foiiowin g
the agreement ,

game meant
absolu tely noth^g to anyone out
side Illinois and
D.C. I began to
question my own
motives. Had I
become a downon-my-luck compulslVC gambler?

I
immedia t e l y
wondered what I had just done.
A fter all , the first two bets had some
meaning in the sports world. A

iwiirmrrr n i n-

¦
iimimnnwrrr i

Bears-Redskins game meant
absolutely nothing to anyone
outside Illinois and D.C. I
began to question my own
motives. Had I become a
down-on-my-luck compul-

sive gambler after only a few
quick wagers? Was this the

stranglehold that gambling
created? I proceeded to question these issues until the
game's kick-off. Final score:
Redskins 9, Bears 7. (I will
spare you from having to
read about such a meaningless game.)
Therefore, my sports-gambling-weekend, and possibly
my career, officially ended
with an undefeated 3-0
record . Unless anyone wants to
wager on the Diamondbacks-Brewers
game tonight?
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Laura Williamson W

• Williamson started her soccer season off with a bang by scoring her 25th
collegiate goal, moving her into third place on Colby 's all-time scoring list.
The goal came in Saturday 's match against Tufts University, which the
Mules won 2-0. Williamson also added an assist for a total of 59 career
points. After the first weekend of New England Small College Athletic
Conference p lay, she is in a three-way tie for the leading point earner in the
conference. Williamson has led the Mules in scoring for tlie past two seasons, as well as earning NESCAC second team honors for the past two years.

WOMEN'S SOCCER: Williamson
tiesforthirdin
Colhyall-time scoringwith goalagainstMs
Morbeck possessed the ball m front of
the goalie and sent it over her head and
out of reach, causing the scoreboard to
Williamson connected flawlessly read 2-0 in favor ofthe Mules.
The team utilized a 3-5-2 system,
with the ball as she headed it over
the outstretched arms of the goalie which allowed Colby's defensive zone
and into the back of the net. With to control the direction of play in addiless than 20 minutes remaining in the tion to providing excellent offensive
opjportunities.
first half, Williamson
"For much of the
scored her 25th collegame we congiate goal, which moves
trolled the ball in
her into third place on
the middle of the
the goal scoring list
field and our outbehind
Christine
side midfielders,
O'Donnell
'03 (43
Katie
McCabe
goals) and Kim Waldron
and Liz Morbeck,
'99 (29 goals). With 25
did a great job of
goals and nine assists for
exploiting
the
59
career
points,
weak side of
Williamson , is tied for
Tufts' zone," said
fourth place on Colby's
Co-Captain Kara
all-time scoring list.
The goal advantage
McCabe '06.
The team plans
fired up the Colby Mules
Kai tlin Herlihy '06
to
improve upon
and they came within a
Captain
some of the
goalpost of scoring a secweaknesses they
ond time with five minspotted in the
utes left in the first half.
However, with a hardened determina- game against Tufts , such as putting
tion the team was unwilling to settle faster, harder pressure on the ball in
for the 1-0 score. Colby out-shot Tufts the middle of the field and working
by a margin of 14-11 and caused Tufts' on closing the space between the
goalie to make acrobat leaps and div- defense and midfield in order to make
ing saves to prevent the Mules from the zone effective.
racking up the score. However, with
In the upcoming week, the Mules
less than eight minutes remaining in face both competitors on the road as
the game, the Tufts' goalie was help- they match up against the University
less in stopping LizMorbe ck '07 from of Maine at Farmington on
beating her out in a onc-on-one situa- Wednesday and rival Bowdoin
tion. Williamson provided the assist as College on Saturday.
Continued From Page 10

Initially, I think
we were a little
nervous. Tufts
had some
chan ces in t he
beginning, but
then we slowly
sorted it out .

at
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when the Raiders methodically
marched down the field to score the

game's first touchdown. It was at
this point that I began to wonder
what had I gotten myself into.
Fortunately, the Patriots then quietly took over the gome and with each
Oakland punt and Patriots score, my
confidence reappeared. Final score:
Patriots 30 , Rniders 20 and I
improved my record to 1-0.
My second wager involved the
highly touted mutch up between the
Texas Longhorns and the Ohio State
Buckeyes. This timo, I took the
Longhorns against my counterpart's
hometown Buckeyes. I ngnin folt
secure during this game knowing that
nt tho very least I would come out
oven, having won the first gnmc.
This time, I traded in tho comfort
of a dorm room couch for the uncertainness of an off campus pnrty for
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-Facials
-Massag e Thera py
-Natura l Manicures
-Pedicu res
-Waxing
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If you nro unablo to attend this mcollng, plcaac contact your SludryAtxroad Advfnor at
Tin* Swedish Program, Hamilton Collage,198 Collorjo Hill Raacl, Clinton, Now York 13323
<315) 737-0123 . wiw.SM3dlshpro_ ant.txrg
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-Salt Glows
-Aromathera py
-Seaweed Mud Wra ps
-Reflexolo gy

I'ersoihiUze your own spa parly; llrittol ,Birthday,
Girls Night Out,AMuker«i.irlcsand More,..
Sports Teams arc Welcome!
Gift Certificates Available
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Volleyball takes f i rts in Colby Invite f or third year in a row
By LAURA WILLIAMSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Colby women's volleyball
team opened its 2005 season by going
undefeated over the weekend and taking first place at the Colby Invitational
Tournament.
"This weekend went really well for
us; all 'of the wins were great team
efforts. We were able to adjust to our
opponents' unorthodox offenses and
play at our level for the entire match,
allowing us to come out on top," said
Captain Caitlin Cleaver '06.
On Friday night, Colby took on
Gordon College, easily defeating
them 3-0 (30-19, 30-16, 30-21).
Cleaver, who earned all-tournament
team honors for her play, had 15 kills
and nine digs for Colby in the season
opener against Gordon. Genevieve
Lawrence '09 proved herself to be an
asset to the team as she tallied 19
assists and three kills in her first collegiate match. Captain Kaitlin Adams
'06 also added eight kills, two service
aces and six digs. "After a rough start
in the first game, which involved
some poor passing and a couple of
consecutive hitting errors, we
rebounded and started to play like I
knew we could," said Head Coach
Candice Parent ofthe match.

NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO

First-year Meredith Lawler goes up for a kill against the University of Southern Maine. Colby easily def eated
USMand the other comp etitors at the Colby Invitational last weekend, winn ingfor the third consecutive yean
In the second match Friday night,
rival Bowdoin College showed no
threat as Colby dominated the Polar
Bears 3-0 (30-18, 30-12, 30-19). Both
players and coaches appreciated the
support Colby fans showed for them.
As Parent said, "Wow! Can you say
home court advantage? Our fans for
this match were just incredible. It was

a fun match to coach in and had to be
an incredible match to play in as well.
Enthusiasm and adrenaline were high
and we took . it out on Bowdoin."
Cleaver and Adams both had ten kills,
while Lawrence continued her great
play with 27 assists and four kills.
Libero (a defensive specialist)
Kendall Kirby '07 led the way with 19

Any given Sunday: musty couch,Red Sox,N.Y.Jets,U.S.Open,WHOP coma

EVERYBODY'S UNDERDOG
By ZACH RUSSEM

On any given Sunday you can find
me plopped in front of the TV in the
common room of my palatial Alfond
apartment. Perhaps I'll be sitting on
the Colby standard issue couch. It's
fairly comfort abl e, but I prefer my

roommates' couch. It has that moist
beach house furniture feeling yearround. My roommates bought it three
years ago at Poor Bob's Used
Furniture (located about five clicks up
the river). Don't feel bad for Bob, he's
not really poor, not after my genius
roommates paid $125 to relax amidst
the pungent aroma of the Kennebec
(likely the couch's previous locale).
I will not, however, let these substandard vegging conditions ruin my
big day. You see, this particular
Sunday (last Sunday for you at home),
I have been looking forward to for
some time.
For starters, it's the final game of

the Yankees-Red Sox weekend series
in The Bronx. I'm a huge Sox fan, so
this is always an occasion, especially
when the two teams are so close in the
standings so late in the season. It's
about 1:03 now and I flip to CBS.
Jim Nantz begins his overture from
the broadcast booth high in
Arrowhead Stadium. It sends a slight
shiver down my spine . as it reminds
me of . homework left undone for the
last nine football seasons. But 1
regroup, as my New York Jets—yes,
that 's right, I am a Sox fan from ,New
York, aren't I a noble soul—are about
Continued on Page 8

Golf gears up for three tourney weekend
By KATE VASCO NI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With enthusiasm and confidence ,
the golf team traveled to the
Brunswick Golf Cours e on
September 10 and 11 to take part in
the first tournament ofthe year, the
Bowdoin College Invitational. The
University of Southern Maine team,
le d by individual l eader James
Frost , placed first in the field of 14
schools with an overall score of
607. The Mules trail ed behind with
the rest ofthe field, eventually coming in thirteenth p lace with an overall score of 725.
After an eventful , y et sli g htly
disappointin g 2004 season , the
golf team is looking to improve ,
especially on their home turf. The
coed team took the New En gland
Small College Athletic Conference
championship nn d defended their
Col by Classic title nt the scenic
Waterville Country Clu b last year.
The team 's second p lace finish at
the Southern Maine Scramble was
another hi ghlight. ' Individually,
golfers Matt Ascha'ffen burg '06,
Jacqueline Page '07, Captain
David Salmon '06 and Chris
Surprenant '05 nil thrived. Titles
for individua l play were awar d ed
to Aschaffenburg and Page at the
Colby-Bntcs-Bowdoin Tournament
nnd n trio of Mules (Surprenant ,
Salmon , an d Aschnffcn b ur g)
earned NESCAC Honors.
It was the team 's inconsistency,
however, that hold them back in the
standin gs. "Last year we struggled
nt Bowdoin nnd we were upset with
our representation ," stntcd Coach
Jim Tortorcllri. "Our main gonl , like

every year, is to play better at home. weren't at the top of our game, but
We have seven matches and only wc always kept going. As far as the
two are at home, so we reall y wan t players go, Dave Salmon and Matt
to do well at the Sid Farr Aschaffenburg should continue to
Invitational and the Colby Classic bc consistent performers. I believe
Tournamen t. We just want our that Eric Legere will progress to a
golfers to bc consistent with their higher level of play this year, even
level of play."
better than the good numbers he put
The team has
up last year. And ns far
a lot to look
as Nick Spulane goes,
forward to with
1 just think he is a
a core of seven
go lfer of unlimited
golfers rcturnpotential. "
i
n
g
:
Tortorella's eleventh
Aschaffenburg,
season as golf coach
Brian Klono ski
won 't get any easier,
' Eric
'06, .
with some more diffiLegere
'07 ,
cult challenges still
Page,
Nick
ahead. Mid-September
Sp illan c '08,
h o l d s an arrny of
Salmon
an d
demanding competiMatth ew Wnhl
tions , including three
'07. "Wc hnv c a
consecutive
tournagreat
group
ments on Sept. 16, 17
c omin g hack ,"
an d 18. Friday, they
Tortorella said.
will t rav e l t o t he Maine
"We 're reall y
Stnte Meet nt Niantis.
excited about
Saturday the team will
Jim Tortorella
the . number of
bc competing at the
Coach
up perclassmen
CBB tournnment , held
who 've
had
nt Bates, whil e on
time to adjust to
Sunday the team will
plnyin g golf nt
bc nt the University of
Colby. Every year is a struggle Maine nt Fnrmington Invitntionnl nt
because wc start so early nnd only Belgra de.
piny seven matches. It really doesThe following weekend , the tenm
n't give the team time to adjust to will ki ck off their home matches,
ench other."
which will bc plnycd nt the
The len gth ofthe season seems to Watervil le Country Club. Sept. 24
put no d amp er on Con c h will mnrk the first hom o match ,
Tortorella's enthusiasm nnd opti- when Colby will host the Sidd Fnrr
mism for the upcoming season. I nvitn t ionnl , followed by the Colby
"Regardless of how we finished lnst Clnssic on Oct. 16, when the tenm
yenr our team nlwnys continued to will hope to once ngnin , defend
compete. There were times when we their title.

defensive digs.
Colby continued to dominate on
Saturday as they defeated University
of Southern Maine 3-0 (30-20, 30.-12,
30-12) and University of Maine at
Farmington 3-0 (30-11, 30-18, 30-16).
Against Southern Maine, Cleaver finished with nine kills and eight digs.
Captain Megan Devlin '06 also added

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
• Volleyball
vs. Tufts
8 p.m.
• Golf
@ Maine State Meet

nine kills, while Meredith Lawler '09
and Mariah Daly '06 both had six
kills. Lawrence directed the offense
with 22 assists, while Kirby led the
way defensively with 12 digs and
served extremely tough with six aces.
"Our intensively level was a little low,
which was to be expected after the
previous night's match, but we were
able to rebound and finish strong with
everyone contributing," Parent said.
Colby had another great team
effort against University of Maine at
Farmington. In only two games
Cleaver had 12 kills. Adams contributed ten kills, while Carlie
Minichino '09 served 12 consecutive points, including five aces.
Jessie Prentice '08 also added nine
digs in just two games, going 4 for 4
offensively.
Colby competed against Bates
College on Wednesday and will be
home against Tufts University on
Friday and Amherst College on
Saturday. Cleaver is optimistic that
her team will be able to continue to
compete at a high level. "The competition will definitely be at a higher
level this coming week with our
matches against Bates, Tufts and
Amherst. As long as we continue to
play good defense and diversify our
offense we should do well."

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
• Women's Soccer
@ Bowdoin
11 a.m.
• Men 's Rugby
vs. Bates
11 a.m.
• Field Hockey
@ Bowdoin
,
11:30 a.m.
• Men's Cross-Country
I
@ UMass-Dartmouth Invite
'
11:30 a.m.

• Women 's Cross-Country
@ UMass-Dartmouth Invite
11:30.a.m.
• Men's Soccer
@ Bowdoin 12 p.m.
• Volleyball
j
vs. Amherst
|
12 p.m.
• Women 's Rug by
@ Beantown Tournament
• Golf
@ CBB Tournament

Women's soccer de f eats
Tuf ts in season op ener
By LINDSAY BARADA
STAFF WRITER

The soccer gods were certainly
smiling down upon the Colby
women's soccer team this past
Saturday as the Mules played beneath
a cloudless sky. and stunning sun. The
team took the New England Small
College Athletic Conference by storm,
cashing in their first victory with a 2-0
win over Tufts University. In a brilliant display of teamwork and strategy
the Mules claimed a NESCAC shutout

and are now only more detenmned to
maintain their momentum.
From the start of the game, Tufts'
offense proved to be tirelessly aggressive as they rushed into Colby 's zone,
taking the Mules by surprise.
However, after assessing the situation
and overcoming their "first game jitters," Colby quickly regained their
confidence and fearlessly attacked the
Tuft s' goalie time and time again. CoCaptain Kaitlin Herlihy '06 assessed,
"Initiall y, I think we were a little nervous. Tuft's had some chances in the
begi nnin g, but then we slowly sorted it

out and pressured them more."
After spending much time battling
for full possession in the midfield
and after a few missed goal opportunities on both sides, Colby managed
to drive the ball up .the middle ofthe
field towards Tufts' goaltender. A
sharp pass was made to Katie
McCabe '08 in the corner of Tufts '
zone; she, in turn , with perfect accuracy, made a swift cross pass to
Laura Williamson '07 who was in an
ideal position in front of the net.
Continued on Page 9

We have a great
group coming
back. We're
really excited
about the number of upperclassmen
who've had time
to adjust to
playing golf at
Colby.

noaii nAiJWi/Tim coi.iiy rciio

Elizabeth Morbeck '07fightsf o r possession ofthe ball while Laura Williamson '07 looks on. The Mules took a
hard fought win against Dif ts in the NESCAC opener last Satur day.

INSIDE SPORTS

Held hockey falls to the Jumb os

Strong defense wns not nblo to hold back the
PAona
Jumbos from beating Colby, 3-0.

Tuf ts slips past men 's soccer

The Mules hope for their first league win this
paged
weekend ngninst Bowdoin .
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